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APPLICATION
DESCRIPTION: Addition of 149,611 sf. of office uses to the Air Rights Center project,

for a total 513,711 sf. of office, hotel, and retail uses, and a waiver
request to reduce on-site parking, on a consolidated lot of 3.73 gross
acres, located in the Bethesda CBD south of Montgomery Avenue
between Waverly Street and Pearl Street, in the CBD-2 Zone.
APPLICANT: Donohoe Development Company
FILING DATE: July 27, 2010
RECOMMENDATION: Approval with conditions
EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY: The proposed amendments require the re-subdivision of two parcels on the
Air Rights Center property to allow the redevelopment of an existing
obsolete commercial building. While offering little additional on-site public
use space, the Applicant has been coordinating with the Parks Department
and the Town of Chevy Chase to prepare a master plan for the
redevelopment of the north end of Elm Street Park, and to implement a
portion of that plan.
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SITE DESCRIPTION
Vicinity
The subject property occupies the majority of a block located east of Wisconsin Avenue in the
Bethesda Central Business District (CBD). The block is bound by Montgomery Avenue on the
north, the Capital Crescent Trail and Purple Line alignment on the south, Pearl Street on the east,
and Waverly Street on the west. The adjacent uses include high-rise commercial and residential
on the north side of the Purple Line alignment and single-family homes to the south. The site is
within walking distance of the Bethesda Metro Station, Elm Street Park, and the existing Capital
Crescent Trail. The adjoining smaller lot in the southwest corner of the intersection of
Montgomery Avenue and Pearl Street is under separate ownership and is not part of this
proposal.

Vicinity Map
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Site Analysis
The subject property is entirely developed and consists of two parcels. The first, parcel G, is
currently improved with a 12-story office building (the North Tower) on Montgomery Avenue, a
216-room Hilton Garden Inn hotel on Waverly Street, interior retail space accessed off Waverly
Street, and a structured parking garage behind. The second, parcel B, currently features a 20,818
sf. office building that will be demolished and replaced under this proposal.

Parcel Location Map
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Aerial Photo Looking North
The current Capital Crescent Trail, and the future alignment of the Purple Line, is fully contained
within the southern edge of the property, and runs beneath the structured parking garage en route
to Woodmont Avenue. The community has limited pedestrian access if they wish to cross the
trail between Elm Street Park and the southern terminus of Pearl Street, given the five-foot grade
difference between the trail and the street. Currently there is no stair or other means of formally
constructed access; pedestrians – primarily students walking between the Town of Chevy Chase
and Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School – must scrabble up the slope or make do with makeshift
facilities.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
Previous Approvals
The proposed project is an addition to the tract area and uses of the existing Air Rights Center
complex on Parcel G. The North Tower, located on Montgomery Avenue was constructed in
1980 and includes 364,100 sf. of retail and commercial uses.
The Waverly Street site, which is currently occupied by the hotel, was originally approved by the
Planning Board for a 182-unit multi-family residential building through Project Plan 920000010,
on December 2, 1999, and Site Plan 820010080, on January 4, 2001. The Board later superseded
those approvals with Project Plan Amendment 92001001A, on April 28, 2005, and Site Plan
820070010, on December 14, 2006. These approvals allowed 132,421 sf. of hotel uses in
addition to the existing 4,600 sf. of retail uses and 364,100 sf. of office uses, for a total of
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501,121 sf. for the existing Air Rights Center. Minor changes to the hotel development have
been approved by the Planning Director, on June 23, 2008, and June 23, 2009.
Proposal

Site Plan
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Subdivision of Land
The preliminary plan would create a new platted parcel to accommodate the proposed use as well
as all other existing and approved uses.
Land Use
The plan proposes the development of a 149,623 sf. office building in the southeast corner of the
site, at 7300 Pearl Street.
Parking Waiver
On November 17, 2010, the Applicant submitted a request for a parking waiver (see Appendix
B). Since this waiver request was not included in the original application, the Applicant revised
the posted sign notices on the site and sent a supplementary notice of application to parties of
record on November 12, 2010. As of this writing, staff has received no comment on the waiver
from parties of record.
The parking waiver request, as drafted by the Applicant, seeks relief from 193 parking spaces.
This calculation is based not on the requirements of the code – for the project as a whole – but
rather by parcel. The Applicant explains this was done for purposes of negotiation with the
Parking Lot District (PLD) regarding the application of the PLD tax. Analyzed by parcel, the
149,611 sf. of office space on Parcel D, 7300 Pearl Street, needs 315 parking spaces but provides
only 122. The resulting difference of 193 spaces equals 61 percent of the total.
The existing office, retail, and hotel uses on Parcel G require 808 spaces, while providing 940
spaces, yielding a surplus of 132 spaces. Under a single Project Plan, this surplus works to the
benefit of the new development under proposal. Thus per the zoning code, the existing and
proposed uses included on the site as a whole require 1,123 parking spaces. The existing and
proposed parking on site totals 1,062 parking spaces. The difference is 61 parking spaces, about
5% of the total requirement. The waiver request covers the 61 parking spaces not being provided
on site.
Design
The proposed building is designed to provide street presence along Pearl Street for the CBD
while minimizing its visual impact on the single-family homes south of the Purple Line. The
proposed design steps the massing of the building back from the master-plan-recommended
height of 60 feet, along Pearl Street, to its maximum height at the interior of the site. For
specific discussion of the building height’s conformance to the Sector Plan, see the Findings
below.
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Montgomery Avenue Perspective
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Southern Elevation, Aerial Perspective
Public Amenities
The redevelopment of Parcel B will increase the overall on-site public space for the larger site,
from 31,733 sf. to 32,676 sf. However, with the consolidation of parcels B and G into a single
lot, the proportion of public use space, relative to the new larger net lot area, decreases from
26.5% to 24%.

Parcel Location Map, Illustrative
Off-site, in addition to the amenities provided under the approvals associated with the hotel,
with these amendments the Applicant is providing:
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•
•

•

Streetscape improvements along Pearl Street, to extend north to the intersection with
Montgomery Avenue and west along Montgomery Avenue to complete the streetscaping
of that corner.
Preparation of a master plan for the redevelopment of the north section of adjacent Elm
Street Park in the Town of Chevy Chase, in coordination with Parks Department and
Town staff. The Applicant previously provided similar planning for the south section of
the park, pursuant to the hotel approvals.
Redevelopment of a portion of the north section of Elm Street Park, as approved by Parks
Department staff.

Elm Street Park
A schematic plan illustrating the redevelopment of the park was submitted for review by Park
Development Division (PDD) staff as part of the subject development proposal. The plan is in
conformance with the overall concept plan as presented to the Planning Board in 2000. PDD
staff met with staff and officials from the Town of Chevy Chase and Development Review
Division (DRD) staff in an effort to coordinate review of the proposal. At the time of this
writing the Applicant is revising the schematic plan as a result of comments received by staff and
the Town of Chevy Chase. It is anticipated that a new schematic plan will be available prior to
the Planning Board hearing.
A budget worksheet was prepared and submitted by the Applicant and reviewed by staff. Staff
compared the costs submitted by the Applicant with actual construction costs from recent bid
proposals for similar park construction projects. Staff adjusted the budget worksheet numbers as
appropriate, and the Applicant is in agreement with the revised worksheet. Based on the
schematic plan, and using the revised budget worksheet, the total cost to reconstruct the northern
portion of the park will be approximately $1,000,000. The Applicant is proposing to construct
between $550,000-$600,000 of improvements in the park including infrastructure, paving,
lighting, fencing, landscape planting, signage, etc. The specific list of improvements is outlined
in the recommended Conditions of Approval.
The remainder of the proposed plan will be constructed by the Department of Parks. This work
includes the playground equipment and surfacing, renovation of the basketball court, new shade
structures, ornamental gateways and public art, a drinking fountain, and rerouting of overhead
utility lines. Staff proposes to include funding for design and construction of these
improvements in the FY13-18 Capital Improvements Program (CIP).
Based on the Applicant’s projected schedule, construction of the Applicant’s park improvements
could occur as early as 2012. Staff proposes to include a CIP budget request for the remainder of
the work in FY13, so that funds are available to complete the remainder of the park immediately
after the Applicant fulfills its obligation. The Town of Chevy Chase has also expressed a
willingness to contribute towards the completion of the park. At this time the certainty and
extent of their contribution has not been determined.
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Illustrative Park Master Plan

Vehicular and Pedestrian Circulation
For the redeveloped commercial building, primary vehicular access for parking and loading will
be from Pearl Street. Pedestrian access to the building will also come from Pearl Street. Future
pedestrian and bicycle access to the elevated Purple Line is also planned from Pearl Street.

PROJECT ANALYSIS
Sector Plan
The Approved and Adopted 1994 Bethesda Central Business District (CBD) Sector Plan
confirms the Central Business District (CBD-2) zone for the subject property. The property is
located in the Plan’s Metro Core District where the highest intensities of development are
expected. Increased choices and activities, highest intensity, distinctive infill buildings, and
lower densities and heights near the edge of the district (p.58) are objectives of the Metro Core
district.
The Plan’s guidelines for new development in the district recommend that projects:
• Reinforce Metro Center as the focus of urban activity. Adjacent properties should
develop in a manner that complements the activities and urban open space at Metro
Center.
•

Maintain a compact development with the tallest buildings concentrated in the center.
Development at perimeter locations of the Metro Core should step down in height to
achieve a more gradual transition and better compatibility with the adjacent areas.
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•

Locate new open space to tie into the existing “Discovery Trail” network and to expand
the pedestrian connections. Where appropriate, locate new open space in a manner that
reinforces the gateways and provides a transition between districts.

•

Step down the building height to six floors along East-West Highway for the McDonald’s
property on Pearl Street (p.61).

Transportation
Transportation Planning Staff and the staff of other applicable agencies have reviewed the
adequacy and safety of the pedestrian, cyclist, and vehicular circulation patterns and impacts. A
detailed review of their analysis is incorporated below in the Preliminary Plan Findings section
of the staff report.
Environment
Except for the portion of the property containing the existing Capital Crescent Trail, the entire
site is already developed.
Development Standards
The subject site is zoned CBD-2, which is governed by the development standards in Section 59C-6.23 of the Montgomery County Zoning Ordinance. As the data table shows, the proposed
development meets all of the requirements of the zone. Although this project is within a Parking
Lot District, so that parking spaces are not required to be provided , parking calculations have
been made on the submitted Project Plan.
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Project Data Table for the CBD-2 Zone
Development Standard

23,320
119,918

Proposed for
Approval
162,683
23,320
2,119
137,244

4
650,732

3.5
501,121
364,100
4,600
132,421

4
650,732
513,711
4,600
132,421

Building Height, Maximum (ft.)
Measured from the building height
measuring point approved by the
Department of Permitting Services

143

97

97

Building Setbacks, Minimum (ft.)
See the Certified Site Plan for dimensions

N/A

On-Site Public Use Space, Minimum (%)
Per of Net Lot Area
On-Site Public Use Space, Minimum (sf.)
Per of Net Lot Area
Off-Site Public Amenity Space, Minimum (%)
Per of Net Lot Area
Off-Site Public Amenity Space, Minimum (sf.)
Per of Net Lot Area

20

Gross Tract Area (sf.)
Previous Dedication (sf.)
Proposed Dedication (sf.)
Net Lot Area (sf.)
Density, Maximum (FAR)
Density, Maximum (sf.)
Office (sf.)
Retail (sf.)
Hotel (sf.)

Permitted/
Required
18,000

Previously
Approved
143,238

0

26.5

24

31,733

32,676

56.4

78

67,620

106,503

Parking Spaces, Maximum
1,123
N/A
*The balance of 61 parking spaces is the subject of a parking waiver request

1,062*

COMMUNITY OUTREACH
The Applicant has met all proper signage, noticing, and submission meeting requirements.
Throughout the review process, Development Review and Parks Department staff has been
coordinating with representatives from the Town of Chevy Chase.
In a letter dated November 17, 2010, (see Appendix D) the Town of Chevy Chase identified
several issues of concern, primarily:
•
•
•
•

the proposed building height is “materially inconsistent with the sector plan’s
recommendation for the site.”
mitigation of light and noise impacts from the proposed building and associated abovegrade parking;
architectural design of the building façade facing the town;
realization of the interim pedestrian and bicycle connection between the existing Capital
Crescent Trail and Pearl Street.

Development Review and Community Planning staff have coordinated extensively with the
Applicant and Town regarding the appropriate building height for 7300 Pearl Street. This
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coordination involved several iterations of the building massing and façade design. The
Applicant has been very responsive to the comments of MNCPPC staff and representatives of the
Town, lowering the height of the building along Pearl Street to 60 feet, gradually stepping the
building back to the maximum height in the interior of the block, and increasing the use of
reflective materials on the southern and eastern facades to reduce the visual impact of the
building.
In a letter dated November 16, 2010, (responding to an earlier e-mail draft of the Town’s
concerns) (see Appendix D) the Applicant agreed to address the mitigation and design issues.
Regarding the interim trail connection, the Applicant maintains that location of the connection
on their side of Pearl Street as suggested by the Town is not feasible, they note that their PAMR
payment will go a significant distance towards realizing the connection in the near term.
Staff has included the Applicant’s commitments in the conditions of approval.

Project Plan
FINDINGS
According to Section 59-D-2.43 of the Montgomery County Zoning Ordinance, in reaching its
determination on a Project Plan the Planning Board must consider the following:
(a) The nature of the proposed site and development, including its size and shape, and the
proposed size, shape, height, arrangement and design of structures, and its consistency with
an urban renewal plan approved under chapter 56.
(b) Whether the open spaces, including developed open space, would serve as convenient
areas for recreation, relaxation and social activities for the residents and patrons of the
development and are planned, designed and situated to function as necessary physical and
aesthetic open areas among and between individuals structures and groups of structures, and
whether the setbacks, yards and related walkways are located and of sufficient dimensions to
provide for adequate light, air, pedestrian circulation and necessary vehicular access.
(c) Whether the vehicular circulation system, including access and off-street parking and
loading, is designed to provide an efficient, safe and convenient transportation system.
(d) Whether the pedestrian circulation system is located, designed and of sufficient size to
conveniently handle pedestrian traffic efficiently and without congestion; the extent to which
the pedestrian circulation system is separated from vehicular roadways so as to be safe,
pleasing and efficient for movement of pedestrians; and whether the pedestrian circulation
system provides efficient, convenient and adequate linkages among residential areas, open
spaces, recreational areas, commercial and employment areas and public facilities.
(e) The adequacy of landscaping, screening, parking and loading areas, service areas,
lighting and signs, in relation to the type of use and neighborhood.
(f) The adequacy of provisions for construction of moderately priced dwelling units in
accordance with chapter 25a if that chapter applies.
(g) The staging program and schedule of development.
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(h) The adequacy of forest conservation measures proposed to meet any requirements under
chapter 22a.
(i) The adequacy of water resource protection measures proposed to meet any requirements
under chapter 19.
As the following Findings demonstrate, the subject Project Plan amendment adequately
addresses each of these considerations, as conditioned by the Staff Recommendation.
Section 59-D-2.42 of the Zoning Ordinance establishes the findings that must be made by the
Planning Board and in concert with the considerations enumerated above form the basis for the
Board’s consideration of approval. In accordance herewith, the Staff makes the following
findings:
(a) As conditioned, the proposal complies with all of the intents and requirements of the zone.
Intents and Purposes Of The CBD Zones
The Montgomery County Zoning Ordinance states the purposes which the CBD zones are
designed to accomplish. The following statements analyze how the proposed Project Plan
conforms to these purposes:
(1) “To encourage development in accordance with an adopted and approved master or
sector plan, or an urban renewal plan approved under Chapter 56 by permitting an
increase in density, height, and intensity where the increase conforms to the master
or sector plan or urban renewal plan and the site plan or combined urban renewal
Project Plan is approved on review by the Planning Board.”
The proposed development responds to dual goals of the master plan by promoting
density near metro while reducing the visual impact of the building’s height and
massing as it moves towards the one-family residential units south of the Purple Line
alignment.
(2) “To permit a flexible response of development to the market as well as to provide
incentives for the development of a variety of land uses and activities in central
business districts to meet the needs and requirements of workers, shoppers and
residents.”
While the amendment proposes only additional office space and integrated structured
parking, the larger site includes both hotel and retail uses, and provides a diversity of
land uses for workers, visitors, shoppers, and residents.
(3) “To encourage designs which produce a desirable relationship between the
individual buildings in the central business district, between the buildings and the
circulation system and between the central business district and adjacent areas.”
The proposed redevelopment of the office building fills out the larger Air Rights
Development, complementing the existing uses and taking advantage of shared
parking and loading areas. The proposed architectural treatments promote
compatibility not only with the lower commercial buildings just outside the CBD to
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the east, but endeavor to minimize the visual impact of the project on the residential
neighborhood to the south through the use of building massing and materials.
Further, pedestrian and vehicular circulation to the building remains largely
unchanged from the existing accommodating arrangement.
(4) “To promote the effective use of transit facilities in the central business district and
pedestrian access thereto.”
The proposed development is within easy walking distance of the Bethesda Metro
station and several bus lines. As conditioned, the location and accessibility of the
proposed development to the local transit system is an excellent realization of the
Sector Plan transit and sustainability goals, providing jobs, retail, and hotel uses
within walking distance of the Metro and shopping areas.
(5) “To improve pedestrian and vehicular circulation.”
The proposed development will improve Pearl Street and complete the streetscape
improvements along this corner of the block. Further, the Applicant’s transportation
mitigation contributions will help to improve interim access between Pearl Street and
the existing Capital Crescent Trail.
(6) “To assist in the development of adequate residential areas for people with a range of
different incomes.”
The proposed development provides no housing directly, but promotes the
development of the immediate Central Business District and has potential to provide
employment opportunities for nearby multi-family and one-family residences.
(7) “To encourage land assembly and most desirable use of land in accordance with a
sector plan.”
The proposed development will consolidate two properties and will take advantage of
shared facilities for parking, loading, and internal pedestrian circulation.
Further Intents of the CBD-2 Zone
Section 59-C-6.213 of the Zoning Ordinance states:
(b) In the CBD-R1, CBD-R2, CBD-2 and CBD-3 zones it is further the intent to foster
and promote the orderly development of the Central Business Districts of the county
so that these areas will enhance the economic status of the county as well as
providing an expanding source of employment and living opportunities for its citizens
in a desirable urban environment.
(c) In the CBD-2 zone it is further the purpose:
(1) To provide a density and intensity of development which will permit an
appropriate transition from the cores of central business districts to the less dense
peripheral areas within and adjacent to the districts; and
(2) To provide an incentive for the development of residential uses to meet the needs
of those employed within the central business districts and those who will be able
to use the district transit facilities to travel to and from places of employment.
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The proposed development will increase the amount of office space available for
employers in the Bethesda CBD. The proposed architectural treatment, including
façade materials and the stepping down of the building height from the middle of the
property to the edge opposite the single-family homes on the other side of the Purple
Line Alignment, promote compatibility along the edge of the CBD by mitigating the
visual impact of the project. The proposed building heights are consistent with
development on this tract and previously approved buildings within the general area.
Requirements of the CBD-2 Zone
The table on page 13 of the staff report demonstrates the conformance of the Project Plan
with the development standards under the optional method of development. Among other
standards, the proposed development meets the area, public use space, building height, and
density requirements of the zone.
According to the Zoning Ordinance (59-C-6.215(b)) a further requirement of optional
method projects is the provision of additional public amenities:
Under the optional method greater densities may be permitted and there are
fewer specific standards, but certain public facilities and amenities must be
provided by the developer. The presence of these facilities and amenities is
intended to make possible the creation of an environment capable of supporting
the greater densities and intensities of development permitted.
To this end, in addition to the public use space and amenities provided under the previous
Project Plan approvals for the larger development, the proposed development is proffering
the following package of amenities and public facilities:
• Streetscape improvements along Pearl Street, to extend north to the
intersection with Montgomery Avenue and west along Montgomery Avenue
to complete the streetscaping of that corner.
• A master plan for the redevelopment of the north section of adjacent Elm
Street Park in the Town of Chevy Chase, in coordination with Parks
Department and Town staff. The Applicant previously provided similar
planning for the south section of the park, pursuant to the hotel approvals.
• Redevelopment of a portion of the north section of Elm Street Park, as
approved by Parks Department staff.
(b) The proposal conforms to the approved and adopted Master or Sector Plan or an Urban
Renewal Plan approved under Chapter 56.
The proposed development is consistent with the Sector Plan’s recommendations for
“optional method employment uses on most CBD-2 sites at 4 FAR” (p.58). The Applicant
will consolidate two Air Rights Center properties on Block 5 into one recorded lot.
As conditioned, the development substantially conforms to the Sector Plan’s
recommendations. Immediately west of Pearl Street, the Plan recommends heights of 60 feet
and 90 feet extending to Waverly Street. The building height of the proposed addition, 97
feet, exceeds the recommended 90 feet. The highest segment of the building is located
adjacent to the existing parking garage and the office building at 4550 Montgomery Avenue.
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Further, the right-of-way for the Purple Line, which is approximately 65 feet wide, separates
the proposed building from the Town of Chevy Chase.
The Applicant has made significant efforts to redesign the building to improve compatibility
with the adjacent residential community and compliance with the Sector Plan’s
recommendations. Several features were added to the southern portion of the building,
including minimization of reflective glass, limitation of lights, and reduced building height
for certain sections of the building to establish compatibility. The proposed building has four
tiers, ranging from 97 feet to 61 feet.
Specifically for the Air Rights Center area, the Sector Plan states that “on the parking deck of
the second Air Rights Building, the Plan recommends a small residential building, if
compatibility with the adjacent single-family area is maintained. Development should have a
maximum height of 90 feet, stepping down to 60 feet toward Pearl Street.” (p.61). In 2006,
Hotel (#820070010), located along Waverly Street on the Air Rights property, was approved
at 116 feet at its highest point, and 89 feet at its lowest point. The recommended height for
this property was also 90 feet.
The proposed building’s transition in height towards Pearl Street, the Capital Crescent Trail
(Purple Line) and the Town of Chevy Chase is consistent with the Plan’s recommendation to
reduce a building’s height and impact at the edges of CBD. Further, lower heights contribute
to achieving compatibility with the adjacent areas.
(c) Because of its location, size, intensity, design, operational characteristics and staging, it
would be compatible with and not detrimental to existing or potential development in the
general neighborhood.
Within the context of the Bethesda CBD, the proposal integrates seamlessly into the
established Air Rights Center and provides a well-defined building entrance on Pearl Street.
At the same time, the architectural choices for façade materials and stepped-back massing
help to reduce the visual impact of the project from, and therefore promote compatibility
with, the single-family homes across the Purple Line alignment that is the southern edge of
the CBD in this neighborhood.
(d) As conditioned, the proposal would not overburden existing public services nor those
programmed for availability concurrently with each stage of construction and, if located
within a transportation management district designated under Chapter 42A, article II, is
subject to a traffic mitigation agreement that meets the requirements of that article.
The proposed development is located within the Bethesda CBD, replete with public services.
The proposed development will not overburden the existing utilities. As a condition of
approval, the Applicant will enter into a Traffic Mitigation Agreement with MCDOT and the
Planning Board to participate in the Bethesda Transportation Management Organization.
(e) The proposal will be more efficient and desirable than could be accomplished by the use of
the standard method of development.
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A standard method project would only allow a density of 2 FAR on this site. Further, the
requirement for public amenities would be removed and the public use space requirement
would be reduced by one-half. Because infill development and density at transit hubs is a
core value of smart growth and given the number and quality of public amenities being
proffered, the optional method of development is much more desirable and more efficient for
this particular site.
(f) The proposal will include moderately priced dwelling units in accordance with Chapter 25A
of this Code, if the requirements of that chapter apply.
The proposed development does require MPDUs because it does not provide any residential
uses.
(g) When a Project Plan includes more than one lot under common ownership, or is a single lot
containing two or more CBD zones, and would transfer public open space or development
density from one lot to another, or transfer densities within a lot with two or more CBD
zones, under 59-C 6.2351 or 59-C 6.2352, the Planning Board may approve the Project Plan
only if…the project will result in an overall land use configuration that is significantly
superior in meeting the goals of the applicable master or sector plan and the zone than what
could be achieved without the proposed transfer.
The proposed development will transfer density between two contiguous lots under common
ownership, which will be consolidated into a single lot with a preliminary plan under
concurrent review with this Project Plan Amendment. As outlined above, the proposed
development realizes the goals of the sector plan and the zone.
(h) As conditioned, the proposal satisfies any applicable requirements for forest conservation
under Chapter 22A.
The project meets the requirements of the forest conservation law.
(i) As conditioned, the proposal satisfies any applicable requirements for water quality
resources protection under Chapter 19.
The Project Plan has an approved stormwater management concept. Stormwater
management requirements will be met on-site via a green roof.
RECOMMENDATION AND CONDITIONS
Approval of Project Plan 92000001B subject to the following conditions:
1. Conformance with Previous Approvals
The Applicant must comply with the conditions of approval for Project Plan
92000001A, except as modified herein.
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2. Development Ceiling
The proposed development is limited to 513,711 square feet of gross floor area.
3. Building Height
a. The proposed development is limited to a maximum building height of 97 feet as
determined by the Department of Permitting Services approved building height
measurement point.
b. The proposed building at 7300 Pearl Street must maintain a maximum base
building height along Pearl Street of 61 feet, as measured from the sidewalk at the
front of the building, before stepping back, as illustrated in the Certified Site Plan,
up to the maximum height allowed above.
4. Public Use Space and Amenities
a. The Applicant must provide a minimum of 24% of the net lot area for on-site
public use space, to be easily and readily accessible to the general public and
available for public enjoyment.
b. Where sufficient right-of-way exists, the Applicant must install streetscape
improvements consistent with the full Bethesda Streetscape Standard, including
undergrounding of utilities, along the west side of Pearl Street and, where it does
not presently exist, the south side of Montgomery Avenue.
c. Where sufficient right-of-way does not exist to afford full implementation of the
Bethesda Streetscape Standard along the west side of Pearl Street and the south
side of Montgomery Avenue, the Applicant must provide interim streetscape
improvements to be approved by Development Review staff prior to certified site
plan.
d. The Applicant must provide a master plan for the redevelopment of the northern
portion of Elm Street Park in the Town of Chevy Chase. This plan must be
approved by Parks Department staff and the Town of Chevy Chase and be
included in the certified site plan.
5. Maintenance and Event Management Organization
Prior to issuance of use-and-occupancy permits, the Applicant will create and
implement a maintenance plan for all on-site public use space unless an alternative
arrangement is made with another entity.
Preliminary Plan
FINDINGS
Master Plan Compliance
As stated within the Project Plan review section of this report, the proposed development
complies with the recommendations in the Approved and Adopted 1994 Bethesda Central
Business District (CBD) Sector Plan. The Preliminary Plan also conforms to the Project
Plan. The Property is located in the Plan’s Metro Core District where the highest intensities
of development are expected. Increased choices and activities; highest intensity; distinctive
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infill buildings; and lower densities and heights near the edge of the district (p.58) are
objectives of the Metro Core district.
Guidelines for new development in the district are to:


Reinforce Metro Center as the focus of urban activity. Adjacent properties should
develop in a manner that complements the activities and urban open space at Metro
Center.



Maintain a compact development with the tallest buildings concentrated in the center.
Development at perimeter locations of the Metro Core should step down in height to
achieve a more gradual transition and better compatibility with the adjacent areas.



Locate new open space to tie into the existing “Discovery Trail” network and to
expand the pedestrian connections. Where appropriate, locate new open space in a
manner that reinforces the gateways and provides a transition between districts.



Step down the building height to six floors along East-West Highway for the
McDonald’s property on Pearl Street (p.61).

Staff finds that the proposed development generally conforms to the recommendations within
the Sector Plan, however; of particular issue is that the building’s maximum height of 97 feet
exceeds the recommended maximum height in the Sector Plan of 90 feet along the residential
development to the south in the Town of Chevy Chase.
As explained in the Project Plan section, the applicant has made significant efforts to
redesign the building to improve compatibility with the adjacent residential community and
compliance with Sector Plan’s recommendations. Several features were added to the southern
portion of the building, including minimization of reflective glass, limitation of lights, and
reduced building height to establish compatibility. The proposed building has four tiers,
ranging from 97 feet to 61 feet. The building’s transition in height towards Pearl Street,
Capital Crescent Trail (Purple Line) and the Town of Chevy Chase is consistent with the
Plan’s recommendation to reduce a building’s height at the edges of CBD. Further, lower
heights contribute to achieving compatibility with the adjacent areas.
Roads and Transportation Facilities
In accordance with the Bethesda CBD Sector Plan and Countywide Bikeways Functional
Master Plan, the discussion of the sector-planned roadways and bikeway is as follows:
The subject site is located in the northwest corner of Pearl Street and the future Capital
Crescent Trail right-of-way. The primary vehicular access for employees and service vehicles
is proposed from Pearl Street. Pearl Street abuts the site to the east and is designated as a
business district street with a recommended 85-foot right-of-way and a bicycle friendly area.
In accordance with the Countywide Bikeways Functional Master Plan, a signed shared
roadway, SR-11, is designated along Pearl Street. The Applicant is requesting a waiver to
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reduce the right-of-way from 85 to 60 feet wide. Refer to the discussion of the Applicant’s
requested waiver to reduce the Sector Planned recommended right-of-way below.
Montgomery Lane (i.e., the eastbound lanes of MD 410) is designated as a business district
street with a recommended 80-foot right-of-way and no bikeway. Waverly Street is
designated as a business district street with a recommended 80-foot right-of-way and no
bikeway.
Pedestrian Access
Pedestrian access to the building will also come from Pearl Street. Future pedestrian and
bicycle access to the elevated Purple Line is also planned from Pearl Street. As a public
amenity requirement, a sidewalk that exists along Pearl Street must be upgraded where
sufficient right-of-way exists to Bethesda Streetscaping standards. For the remainder of the
west side of Pearl Street to Montgomery Lane, the Applicant will provide an interim upgrade
to the existing sidewalk. The subject site is within walking distance of approximately 1,500
feet to the east of the Bethesda Metrorail Station located in the southwest corner of
Wisconsin Avenue (MD 355) and Montgomery Avenue (eastbound MD 410). Ride-On route
33 and Metrobus routes J-2, J-3, and J-4 operate along Montgomery Lane. Transit service is
not available along the segment of Pearl Street fronting the subject site.
Pearl Street Right-of-Way
The Bethesda CBD Sector Plan, Technical Appendix recommends that Pearl Street be within
a 60 foot wide right-of-way as shown on the submitted preliminary plan. The Technical
Appendix makes the following statement:
“The Sector Plan recommends retaining the right-of-way of 60 feet on
Pearl Street south of East-West Highway to the Georgetown Branch to
allow space for pedestrians and a Class II hiker-biker trail. Additional
building setbacks may be required to achieve at least a 15-fott sidewalk on
both sides of the street.”
The submitted plan accurately reflects this Sector Plan requirement.
Capital Crescent Trail
The future Capital Crescent Trail is designated along the southern property line as a shared
use path, SP-6 in accordance with the Countywide Bikeways Functional Master Plan. The
Purple Line alignment is designated along the southern property line in accordance with the
Purple Line Functional Master Plan. The MTA’s current design for the trail along the
Applicant’s southern border shows the trail elevated directly above the train and (going east
toward Silver Spring) moving to a position north of the train tracks within the segment of the
trail and Purple Line bordered by the Applicant’s project. The trail is also starting to descend
in this area; from a point approximately nine feet above Pearl Street to a point just east of
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Pearl Street where an access point (ramp) is planned. In summary, the Applicant’s southern
boundary is adjacent to a critical transition point for the Capital Crescent Trail.
The Preliminary Plan reflects a perpetual easement along the southern boundary of the site
that is estimated to ultimately be 66 feet wide when combined with the existing Georgetown
Branch right-of-way. This width is consistent with the width provided for along a large
segment of the Georgetown Branch right-of-way shown within the MTA concept plans to
accommodate both the Purple Line and the adjacent trail.
The Applicant’s plan includes a minimum roof height of 61 feet for the area directly above
the Capital Crescent Trail. The first floor of the building is at an elevation of 330 feet above
sea level. The highest elevation of the trail at any point along the southern boundary of the
Applicant’s site is 336 feet above sea level so the Applicant’s plan reflects ample room above
the trail.
The MTA has reviewed the 7300 Pearl Street Drawings C-8, C-9, C-10, and C-11 and
determined that except for the retaining wall shown on the plans, there will be sufficient
space for the construction and operation of the Purple Line and Trail. More specific
information on the MTA review of the plans for 7300 Pearl Street is included in their letter of
November 3, 2010. MTA also emphasizes that it is critical that the Applicant continue to
coordinate with the MTA during each phase of the project design.
Access to the Future Capital Crescent Trail
No access to the existing trail is planned from the Applicant’s site. There is a future planned
access point (in the form of a ramp constructed by others) on the east side of Pearl Street. .
Pearl Street is about five feet above the existing trail. Staff supports consideration of the
construction of an interim access point east of Pearl Street as part of the project
implementation. The existing informal access point at that location is far from ideal, although
it is heavily used by students walking to and from school.
Sector Plan Transportation Demand Management
As a proposed office building that would employ over 25 persons within the Bethesda TMD,
the Applicant is required to enter into a Traffic Mitigation Agreement to participate in the
Bethesda TMO to assist in achieving its non-auto-driver mode share goal for employees
working in Bethesda TMD.
Local Area Transportation Review (LATR)
In accordance with the Local Area Transportation Review and Policy Area Mobility Review
Guidelines, a traffic study was submitted to satisfy Local Area Transportation Review
(LATR) because the proposed land uses generate 30 or more peak-hour trips within the
weekday morning and evening peak periods. Based on the results of this traffic study, the
table below shows the calculated Critical Lane Volume (CLV) values at the studied
intersections.
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Table 1 below shows the number of peak-hour trips generated by the proposed land uses
within the weekday morning (6:30 to 9:30 a.m.) and evening (4:00 to 7:00 p.m.) peak
periods:

Table 1: Site-Generated Vehicular Trips
Square
Footage

Peak Hour Trips
Morning
Evening

Land Use
Proposed
150,000
General Office
225
sq. ft.
Space
Existing
20,818
General Office
31
sq. ft.
Space
Total Net Increase in Trips
194
Table 2: CLV values at the Studied Intersections

Intersection

Weekday Peak
Hour

225

31
194

Traffic Condition
Existing

Background

Total Future

1. Pearl Street &
East-West Highway

Morning

690

797

853

Evening

560

634

703

5. Pearl Street &
Montgomery Lane

Morning

535

681

776

Evening

826

962

1,128

Table 2 shows that the CLV values at all studied intersections are less than the congestion
standard of 1,800 CLV for the Bethesda CBD Policy Area and, thus, the LATR test is
satisfied.
Policy Area Mobility Review (PAMR)
As a development located in the overall Bethesda/Chevy Chase Policy Area, the required trip
mitigation is 30% of the new peak-hour vehicular trips generated by the proposed land uses
within the weekday morning and evening peak periods. As calculated in Table 3 below, 62
new trips must be mitigated based on using Countywide trip-generation rates. However, 12
of these 62 new peak-hour trips are mitigated by being located in a Metrorail station policy
area that has viable non-auto transportation alternatives. In Table 3 below, the trip credit is
determined by subtracting the difference between:
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1.

The number of new peak-hour trips based on using the lower trip-generation rates
for developments located in the Bethesda CBD, and

2.

The number of new peak-hour trips based on higher trip-generation rates used on
a Countywide basis.
Table 3: Trips Mitigated by being Conveniently Located near a Metrorail Station

New Peak Hour Trips
Morning
Evening
Starting Base Condition using Countywide Trip-Generation Rates
Proposed General
150,000sf.
247
236
Office Space
Existing General
20,818sf
35
30
Office Space
Base Vehicular Trips
212
206
Resultant Base Condition using Bethesda CBD Trip-Generation Rates
Resultant Peak-Hour Trips from Table 1
194
194
Reduction: Base minus Resultant
18
12
Condition
PAMR 30% New Site-Generated Trips
64
62
Additional Trips to be Mitigated
46
50
Land Use

Square Feet

Some of the required PAMR trips can be satisfied by being located in the Bethesda CBD
Metrorail Policy Area. For the remaining PAMR trips, the Applicant proposes to pay
$11,300 per PAMR trip to mitigate the remaining PAMR trips as described in the
recommended conditions.
Other Public Facilities and Services
Other public facilities and services are available and will be adequate to serve the proposed
dwelling units. The subject property will be served by public water and sewer house
connections. Gas, electric and telecommunications services are also available to serve the
property. Police stations, firehouses and health services are currently operating within the
standards set by the Growth Policy Resolution currently in effect. The application proposes
no new residential component; therefore, the application is not subject to a School Facilities
Payment. The application has been reviewed and approved by the Montgomery County Fire
and Rescue Service (MCFRS) which has determined that the property has adequate access
for emergency vehicles.
Environment
Forest Conservation Plan
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There are no significant environmental features on the subject property and there is no forest
on-site. Staff has recommended approval of the submitted forest conservation plan dated
September 3, 2010, which requires that all forest conservation requirements be met off-site.
The Preliminary Plan complies with Chapter 22A of the Montgomery County Code, Forest
Conservation Law. Although not a requirement of Chapter 22A, the project will implement
the Bethesda Streetscape Standards where right-of-way exists, therefore, street trees will be
provided in accordance with those standards.
Stormwater Management
The stormwater management concept for this project was approved on April 7, 2010 by the
Montgomery County Department of Permitting Services. Under this approval, stormwater
management will be provided by using green roof technology for the new building.
Stormwater management for the sidewalks will be addressed by using permeable pavement
or grass filter strips adjacent to the sidewalks.
Compliance with the Subdivision Regulations and Zoning Ordinance
This application has been reviewed for compliance with the Montgomery County Code,
Chapter 50, the Subdivision Regulations. The application meets all applicable sections.
Access and public facilities will be adequate to support the proposed lot and uses. The
proposed lot size, width, shape and orientation are appropriate for the location of the
subdivision.
The proposed subdivision was reviewed for compliance with the dimensional requirements
for the CBD-2 zone as specified in the Zoning Ordinance. The lot as proposed will meet all
the dimensional requirements for area, frontage, width, and setbacks in that zone. The
application has been reviewed by other applicable county agencies, all of whom have
recommended approval of the plan.
RECOMMENDATION AND CONDITIONS
Approval of Preliminary Plan 120110030 pursuant to Chapter 50 of the Montgomery County
Subdivision Regulations and subject to the following conditions.
1. Approval under this preliminary plan is limited to an additional 150,000 square
feet of general office space added to the existing approved uses on proposed
Parcel H.
2. The applicant must comply with the conditions of approval for the preliminary forest
conservation plan. The applicant must satisfy all conditions prior to recording of
plat(s) or MCDPS issuance of sediment and erosion control permits, as applicable.
3. Prior to issuance of any building permits, the Applicant must satisfy the Policy Area
Mobility Review (PAMR) test by paying $565,000 (i.e., $11,300 per PAMR trip) to
the Montgomery County Department of Transportation (MCDOT) towards the
following non-auto transportation improvements within the overall Bethesda/Chevy
Chase Policy Area (listed in order of priority):
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a. Implement, including property acquisition and/or all necessary means of
access easement for, and construction, of an ADA-compliant interim
pedestrian/bicycle connection between the existing Georgetown Branch
Interim Trail and Pearl Street.
b. Improve the pedestrian, bicycle storage, and transit passenger waiting area
underneath 3 Bethesda Metro Plaza at Washington Metropolitan Area Transit
Authority's (WMATA) Bethesda Metro Station. Specific improvements will
be identified in future discussions with WMATA.
c. Fund design, engineering, and construction of pedestrian and bicycle
improvements identified by MCDOT in the overall Bethesda/Chevy Chase
Policy Area.
4. The Applicant must enter into a Traffic Mitigation Agreement with MCDOT and the
Planning Board to participate in the Bethesda Transportation Management
Organization. The Traffic Mitigation Agreement must be fully executed prior to
issuance of any building permits.
5. The certified preliminary plan and certified site plan must show a perpetual
easement. The Certified Preliminary Plan must also show the additional future
easement area north of the perpetual easement which shall accommodate the
future trail. Prior to recordation of the plat, the owner must enter into an
agreement with MTA and Montgomery County to grant a future perpetual
easement to be located north of the existing perpetual easement to accommodate
the trail. The agreement and the required area of this easement must be
referenced on the record plat.
6. The certified preliminary plan and certified site plan must show the location of the
retaining wall moved outside of the 32-foot transitway easement for the Purple
Line and be verified by MTA. Prior to certification of Site Plan, the applicant
must provide the information related to the wall as requested on page 2 in the
MTA letter of November 3, 2010.
7. The Applicant must provide twelve bike lockers in a secured bike storage area within
the parking garage. Final location and details to be determined by staff at the time of
Certified Site Plan.

8. The record plat must show dedication of Pearl Street thirty feet from the centerline.
9. The applicant must construct all road improvements within the rights-of-way shown
on the approved preliminary plan to the full width mandated by the master plan and to
the design standards imposed by all applicable road codes. Only those roads (or
portions thereof) expressly designated on the preliminary plan, “To Be Constructed
By _______” are excluded from this condition.
10. The Applicant must comply with the conditions of approval for Project Plan
92000001B.
11. The certified preliminary plan must contain the following note: “Unless specifically
noted on this plan drawing or in the Planning Board conditions of approval, the
building footprints, building heights, on-site parking, site circulation, and sidewalks
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shown on the preliminary plan are illustrative. The final locations of buildings,
structures and hardscape will be determined during the site plan process.
12. The Applicant must comply with the conditions of approval of the Montgomery
County Department of Transportation (MCDOT) letter dated November 18, 2010.
These conditions may be amended by MCDPS, provided the amendments do not
conflict with other conditions of the preliminary plan approval.
13. The applicant must comply with the conditions of the MCDPS stormwater
management approval dated April 7, 2010. These conditions may be amended by
MCDPS, provided the amendments do not conflict with other conditions of the
preliminary plan approval.
14. The Adequate Public Facility (APF) review for the Preliminary Plan will remain valid
for eighty-five (85) months from the date of mailing of the Planning Board
Resolution.
15. The record plat must show necessary easements

Site Plan
FINDINGS
1. The site plan conforms to all non-illustrative elements of a development plan or
diagrammatic plan, and all binding elements of a schematic development plan,
certified by the Hearing Examiner under Section 59-D-1.64, or is consistent with an
approved Project Plan for the optional method of development, if required, unless the
Planning Board expressly modifies any element of the Project Plan.
Except as modified by this approval, the proposal conforms to the requirements of
Project Plans 920000010 and 92000001A.
2. The site plan meets all of the requirements of the zone in which it is located, and
where applicable conforms to an urban renewal plan approved under Chapter 56.
As discussed in the Findings for the Project Plan Amendment under concurrent
review, the plan meets all of the intents, purposes, and requirements of the CBD-2
zone.
As the project data table on page 13 indicates, the site plan meets all of the
development standards of the zone. With respect to building height, setbacks, and
density the proposed development is under all the maximum standards allowed.
3. The locations of buildings and structures, open spaces, landscaping, recreation
facilities, and pedestrian and vehicular circulation systems are adequate, safe, and
efficient.
The existing hotel and office buildings, as well as the proposed office building, line
the street edge of the block with street-activating building entrances. The structured
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parking garage is located on the interior of the block, but is conveniently accessed
from the surrounding streets. The location of the existing and proposed buildings is
adequate, safe, and efficient.
The open space provided on-site, including an elevated plaza, streetscaping, and
improvements to the Capital Crescent Trail, is existing and is not significantly
increased by this proposed redevelopment. The existing improvements, however,
enhance the pedestrian and bicycle access through and along the site. There are no
recreation facilities required for this site plan. The open spaces, landscaping, and site
details adequately and efficiently address the needs of the proposed use and the
recommendations of the Master Plan, while providing a safe and comfortable
environment.
Pedestrian access from adjacent sidewalks adequately and efficiently integrates this
site into the surrounding area. Safety will be enhanced through streetscape
improvements, while additional contributions toward the implementation of an
accessible connection between Pearl Street and the existing Capital Crescent Trail
will significantly improve the safety and facility of this movement. Vehicular access
to the site efficiently directs traffic into and through the site with minimal impacts to
pedestrian circulation. This balance of design with the site, the recommendations of
the Master Plan, and the needs of the use is an efficient and adequate means to
provide a safe atmosphere for pedestrians, cyclists, and vehicles.
Further, the proposed parking waiver will remove the need to construct additional
parking within a CBD well served by transit, and will help to reduce the number of
cars circulating within the site. With the reduced parking, the development remains
the more adequate, safe, and efficient.
4. Each structure and use is compatible with other uses and other site plans and with
existing and proposed adjacent development.
Within the context of the Bethesda CBD, the proposal integrates seamlessly into the
established Air Rights Center and provides a well-defined building entrance on Pearl
Street. At the same time, the architectural choices for façade materials and steppedback massing help to reduce the visual impact of the project from, and therefore
promote compatibility with, the single-family homes across the Purple Line
alignment that is the southern edge of the CBD in this neighborhood.
5. The site plan meets all applicable requirements of Chapter 22A regarding forest
conservation, Chapter 19 regarding water resource protection, and any other
applicable law.
The proposed development meets the requirements of the forest conservation law and
has an approved stormwater management concept that consists of a vegetated green
roof.
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RECOMMENDATION AND CONDITIONS
Staff recommends approval of site plan 82007001C, Air Rights Center/7300 Pearl Street, for
a total of 513,711 sf. on 3.73 gross acres. Staff further recommends approval of the
Applicant’s proposed parking waiver. All site development elements shown on the site and
landscape plans stamped “Received” by the M-NCPPC on October 22, 2010, are required
except as modified by the following conditions.
1. Project Plan Conformance
The proposed development must comply with the conditions of approval for Project
Plan 92000001B as listed in the Planning Board resolution.
2. Preliminary Plan Conformance
The proposed development must comply with the conditions of approval for
preliminary plan 120110010 as listed in the Planning Board Resolution, unless
amended. This includes but is not limited to all references to density, rights-of-way,
dedications, easements, transportation conditions, DPWT conditions, and DPS
stormwater conditions.
3. Elm Street Park
a. The Applicant must provide the following in the northern portion of Elm St.
Urban Park:
i. Tree protection, as required;
ii. Stormwater management/sediment and erosion control facilities, as required;
iii. Demolition of all existing elements in northern portion of existing park
(unless otherwise directed), following the Department of Park’s Construction
Waste Management Specification;
iv. Temporary construction fencing and signage;
v. Excavation and grading;
vi. New 8’-10’ wide asphalt bike path around perimeter of northern area with
connection to Metropolitan Branch Trail;
vii. High quality paved walkways throughout park, including east-west
promenade;
viii. Sand play area with concrete seat wall;
ix. 12” wide flush concrete curb at playgrounds;
x. 16”-18” high colored concrete seat wall with form liner or other pattern
(approx. 265 lf.);
xi. Ornamental metal fence (approx. 400 lf.);
xii. Pedestrian walkway lighting;
xiii. Bed preparation, landscape planting, and two year warranty and aftercare;
xiv. containers, bike racks, etc.;
xv. Park signage;
xvi. Water line for future drinking fountain;
xvii. All design and engineering (Landscape Architectural, Civil, Structural, MEP)
fees for entire northern portion of park;
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b. Prior to approval of the Certified Site Plan the following revisions must be made
and/or information provided subject to Staff review and approval:
i. The Applicant shall obtain either an exemption or stormwater concept
approval from the Montgomery County Department of Permitting Services
(DPS) and an exemption or approval of a Forest Conservation/Tree Protection
Plan from the M-NCPPC’s Environmental Planning Division.
ii. A complete site plan for the entire northern portion of the park shall be
approved by the Park Development Division. The plan shall include the same
amount of detail comparable to a typical park Facility Plan. In addition to
detailed grading, the plan shall include any storm water management facilities
approved as part of the stormwater concept approval and any requirements
associated with Forest Conservation/tree protection. The plan shall specify all
proposed materials, finishes, catalog cuts, equipment, and proposed plant lists
with sizes and spacing of plant material.
c. Following approval of the Certified Site Plan, the Applicant shall complete
Design Development and Construction documents for the park improvements
listed above and for those to be provided by others. Minor revisions may be
made to the design of the park during the design development/construction
documentation process if approved by Parks staff, including the realignment and
revised grading of the paths and play areas, and the substitution of materials,
equipment and furnishings with equivalent quality materials. These types of
revisions will not necessitate a formal revision to the site plan, unless otherwise
recommended by staff. Submissions of plans and specifications shall be
submitted to Parks staff for review and approval at the 50%, 75%, 90% and 100%
complete stages.
d. The Applicant will be required to obtain a Park Permit for Construction before
beginning construction of the park. As part of the Park Permit, the Applicant
may be required to post a bond.
e. Construction of the park improvements must be completed by the Applicant and
accepted by the Department of Parks prior to issuance of the Use and Occupancy
Permit for 7300 Pearl Street.
4. LEED Certification
The Applicant must achieve a LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) Certified Rating Certification at a minimum. The Applicant must make good
faith efforts to achieve a LEED Silver rating. Before the issuance of any use and
occupancy certificate, the Applicant must inform M-NCPPC staff of the LEED
Certification Level for which they are applying. If this level is less than a Silver
rating, before the issuance of the final use and occupancy certificate the Applicant
must provide to staff a written report for public record purposes only from the
Applicant’s LEED consultant analyzing the feasibility of achieving a LEED-Silver
rating, to include an affidavit from a LEED-Accredited Professional identifying the
minimum additional improvements required to achieve the LEED Silver rating,
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including their associated extra cost. Submission of this report constitutes
compliance with this condition.
5. Site Design
a. The exterior architectural character, proportion, materials, and articulation must
be substantially similar to the schematic elevations shown on the architectural
drawings included in the Certified Site Plan.
b. The Applicant must install lighting sensors in the south-facing and east-facing
perimeter offices of the 7300 Pearl Street building in order that the office lights
are off after hours when not in use.
c. By Certified Site Plan, the Applicant must revise the building facades to remove
all of the aggregate along the east façade and one additional horizontal band on
the eastern portion of the south façade.
d. The Applicant must include opaque spandrel panels and baffles or screens to the
garage openings of the 7300 Pearl Street building.
e. Trash and delivery services are limited to weekdays only between the hours of
6:00 AM and 9:00 PM.
f. The Applicant must add new spandrel panels to the eastern façade of the existing
parking garage.
6. Lighting
a. The lighting distribution and photometric plan with summary report and
tabulations must conform to IESNA standards for commercial CBD development.
b. All onsite down- light fixtures must be full cut-off fixtures.
c. Deflectors shall be installed on all fixtures causing potential glare or excess
illumination, specifically on the perimeter fixtures abutting the adjacent
residential properties.
7. Landscape Surety
Exclusive of improvements associated the Elm Street Park, the Applicant must
provide a performance bond in accordance with Section 59-D-3.5(d) of the
Montgomery County Zoning Ordinance with the following provisions:
a. The amount of the surety shall include plant material, on-site lighting, and site
furniture within the relevant block of development. Surety to be posted prior to
issuance of first building permit within each relevant phase of development and
shall be tied to the development program.
b. Provide a cost estimate of the materials and facilities, which, upon staff approval,
will establish the initial bond amount.
c. Completion of plantings by phase, to be followed by inspection and bond
reduction. Inspection approval starts the 1 year maintenance period and bond
release occurs at the expiration of the one year maintenance period.
d. Provide a screening/landscape amenities agreement that outlines the
responsibilities of the Applicant and incorporates the cost estimate. Agreement
to be executed prior to issuance of the first building permit.
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8. Development Program
The Applicant must construct the proposed development in accordance with a
development program that will be reviewed and approved prior to the approval of the
Certified Site Plan. The development program must include the following items in its
phasing schedule:
a. Required streetscape improvements along Pearl Street and Montgomery Avenue
must be completed prior to any use and occupancy permit, though planting may
wait until the next planting season.
b. The Applicant must complete installation the Elm Street Park improvements
described in Site Plan Condition 3.e. before any building use and occupancy
permit.
c. Clearing and grading must correspond to the construction phasing to minimize
soil erosion and must not occur prior to approval of the Final Forest Conservation
Plan, Sediment Control Plan, and M-NCPPC inspection and approval of all treesave areas and protection devices.
d. The development program must provide phasing for installation of on-site
landscaping and lighting.
e. The development program must provide phasing of dedications, stormwater
management, sediment and erosion control, afforestation, trip mitigation, and
other features.
9. Certified Site Plan
Prior to approval of the Certified Site Plan the following revisions must be made
and/or information provided subject to Staff review and approval:
a. Include the forest conservation exemption, stormwater management concept
approval, development program, inspection schedule, and site plan resolution on
the approval or cover sheet.
b. Add a note to the site plan stating that “M-NCPPC staff must inspect all tree-save
areas and protection devices prior to clearing and grading”.
c. Modify data table to reflect development standards enumerated in the staff report.
d. Ensure consistency off all details and layout between site plan and landscape plan.

APPENDICES
Appendix A: Previous Approvals
Appendix B: Parking Waiver Request
Appendix C: Staff Review Memoranda
Appendix D: Community Correspondence
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Appendix A: Previous Approvals
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MONTGOMERY

COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PARK AND PLANNING

THE MARYLAND-NATIONAL
CAPITAL
PARK AND PLANNING COMMISSION

8787 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring. Maryland 20910-3760
301-495-4500. www.mncppc.org

Date Mailed: ITS - 6 ?nn6
Public Hearing Date: April 28, 2005
Action: Approval with conditions
Motion of Commissioner Wellington,
seconded by Commissioner Bryant,
with a vote of 5 to 0;
Chairman Berlage and Commissioners
Bryant, Perdue, Wellington, and
Robinson voting in favor.

MONTGOMERY COUNTY PLANNING BOARD
OPINION

Project Plan Review No.: 9-00001A
Project: Air Rights Hotel
(which is the date that
The date of this written opinion is ·FES - 6 ?OM'
this opinion is mailed to all parties of record). Any party authorized by law to take an
administrative appeal must initiate such an appeal in Circuit Court within thirty days of the
date of this written opinion, consistent with the procedural rules for the judicial review of
administrative agency decisions (Rule 7-203, Maryland Rules).
I. INTRODUCTION
On April 28, 2005, Donohoe Companies, Inc. ("Applicant") submitted a Project Plan
Application designated as Project Plan No. 9-00001 A ("Project Plan") for approval of the
addition of 132,421 square feet of new hotel space ("Hotel Project") to a site that contains
4,600 square feet of existing retail and 364,100 square feet of office for a total of 501,121
square feet of commercial development on 143,174 square feet of CBD-2 zoned land
("Subject Property") in the Bethesda Central Business District ("CBD"). The proposed
development includes a number of significant amenities and facilities on- and off-site
including streetscape improvements, plaza improvements, improvements to the interim
Capital Crescent Trail, a bike path link from Pearl Street to the interim Capital Crescent
Trail; and renovation of the Elm Street Park.

Air Rights Hotel
Project Plan Review No.: 9-00001A
Page 2
II. THE SUBJECT PROPERTY
The Property is a component of the overall Air Rights Center complex. In addition to
the North Building and the parking garage, the Air Rights Center complex includes the
following elements that will remain:
Existing conditions of the site are as follows:
A twelve (12) story, 142-foot high, commercial building located at the southeast
corner of Waverly Street and Montgomery Avenue (Part of Parcel C, Block 5, with
an address of 4550 Montgomery Avenue), known as the North Building.
A six (6) level parking structure located immediately to the south of the North
Building.
A ten (10) story, 114-foot high, commercial office building located east of the West
Building with frontage on Waverly Street and Elm Street, also with an address of
7315 Wisconsin Avenue, known as the East Building.
A two-story connection, including street-level retail stores, located between the
parking structure and the East Building.
A thirteen (13) story, 149-foot high, commercial office building located in the
southeast corner of Wisconsin Avenue and Waverly Street, with an address of 7315
Wisconsin Avenue, known as the West Building.
A one-story connection located between the West Building and the East Building an above-grade enclosed walkway referred to as "the Link." That portion of the Link
located on the Property is situated parallel to Waverly Street and projects over or
cantilevers the Waverly Street sidewalk for a distance of approximately five feet
with 8 feet of headroom.
The existing Montgomery Avenue streetscape consists of a sidewalk made of
Bethesda Streetscape that varies from 5 to 15 feet wide, with a vehicular drop-off. Honey
Locust trees of approximately 12 inch caliper are planted along the street at 40-foot
centers. The trees are placed within open planters, with a variety of shrubs and
groundcovers. The existing Waverly Street streetscape consists of a sidewalk ranging in
width from five feet wide near Wisconsin Avenue to 15 feet near Montgomery Avenue. In
connection with the earlier project plan and site plan approvals, the former owner improved
a portion of the Waverly Street sidewalk from Wisconsin Avenue East, for a distance of
approximately 300 feet toward the Subject Property and along the East Building frontage
on Montgomery Avenue.
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The site slopes moderately from the north to the south and from the west to the
east. The height of the proposed Hotel Project is measured from the terrace of the North
Building at the corner of Waverly Street and Montgomery Avenue in accordance with the
Zoning Ordinance.
III. SURROUNDING ZONING AND LAND USE
The Air Rights Center complex, including the proposed Air Rights Center Hotel
Project, is located within the CBD-2 Zone. The Air Rights complex is surrounded by the
CBD-2 Zone to the north, east, and west and the R-60 Zone to the south. The surrounding
zoning and land uses are as follows:
North - Across Montgomery Avenue north of the North Building is County Parking Garage
No. 47, located within the CBD-2 Zone.
East - Immediately to the east of the North Building is a two-story framed house, which is a
Chinese grocery and carry-out. Immediately to the east of the parking structure is a twostory brick commercial building. These sites are located with the CBD-2 Zone.
West - The thirteen (13) story Residence Inn, with a height of approximately 124 feet, is
located immediately west of the Property and is located within the CBD-2 Zone. The East
and West Buildings are located to the west of the Property. Further west of the West
Building, across Wisconsin Avenue, is a four-story office building known as 7272 Wisconsin
Avenue. It contains street level theatres and retail and is located within the CBD-2 Zone.
South - The Town of Chevy Chase, which is located within the R-60 Zone, abuts the
Subject Property to the southeast. The majority of the parking structure, as well as the twostory retail space connection located on the Subject Property and situated between the
parking structure and the East Building, abuts the M-NCPPC Elm Street Park for a distance
of approximately 280 feet. The remaining 52 feet of the parking structure abuts Lot 6, which
is improved with a single-family dwelling.
IV. THE HOTEL PROJECT
The Air Rights Center Hotel Project proposes a 13-story, 216 room hotel, with
approximately 2,400 square feet of meeting space. The Hotel Project will include a total of
132,421 square feet of gross floor area, plus 10,530 square feet of below grade space. In
addition, 8,600 square feet of the 13,200 square feet of existing retail space will be
eliminated, leaving only 4,600 square feet.
The Applicant requested approval of an amendment to Project Plan No. 9-00001,
for the "Air Rights Center Hotel Project" or the "Hotel Project" pursuant to the optional
method of development.
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The Hotel Project will be developed within a portion of the existing parking structure
that will be removed. The parking structure is part of the Air Rights Center complex on
Waverly Street, at the 90 degree juncture between Wisconsin Avenue and Montgomery
Avenue. The hotel entrance will be located at the bend along Waverly Street and will be
covered under a porte cochere. The hotel entrance is designed to be viewed from
Wisconsin Avenue. The front doors to the hotel will access Waverly Avenue with lobby
space and restaurants overlooking the street. Meeting rooms, pool and exercise facilities
will be located on the east side of the building, adjacent to the parking garages. The
meeting and conference rooms (accessible from the Link) will be available to the
commercial office tenants of the Air Rights Center as well as to the hotel patrons. Existing
retail space will be reduced from 13,200 square feet to 4,600 square feet.
The Hotel will include one below grade level to be used for administrative and
housekeeping operations, including the laundry facility. The ground floor will contain the
reception area, luggage room, dining room and front office. Floors two and three will also
contain hotel rooms across the front portion of the building. The remaining floors of the
hotel, floors four through thirteen, will be devoted exclusively to hotel rooms.
The entry to the parking garage will remain on Waverly Avenue. Vehicular access to
additional parking will be provided through the existing North Building driveway located on
Montgomery Avenue, near Pearl Street. All of the loading operations for the hotel will occur
below grade, with trucks utilizing the Montgomery Avenue vehicle entrance to access the
basement of the hotel.
In keeping with the objective of orienting and integrating the hotel project to the
CBD, no vehicular access to the south is provided. Pedestrian access to the Hotel Project,
in addition to the primary entrance from Waverly Street, will be provided from the western
side of the terrace of the North Building via the Link and from the West and East Buildings
via the Link. The existing pedestrian connection from Waverly Street to the M-NCPPC Elm
Street Park will remain open.
V. PRIOR APPROVALS

The Subject Property was previously approved for a 182 unit residential building,
pursuant to Project Plan No. 9-00001, approved on December 2, 1999, and Site Plan No.
8-01008, approved on January 4, 2001. This Project Plan approval will supercede those
earlier approvals.
VI. ARCHITECTURAL

DESIGN

The Air Rights Center Hotel Project was designed with sensitivity to the Property's
location on the perimeter of the Bethesda CBD. The Subject Property is bordered on the
north by the intensity of the Bethesda CBD and the southern boundary of the site is
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adjacent to the Town of Chevy Chase, the immediately adjacent single-family detached
homes, and the M-NCPPC Elm Street Park. One of the challenges of the architectural
design was to develop a structure that would serve as a transitional use between these
very disparate uses. In response to the recommendations of the Town of Chevy Chase, the
building is concentrated along the western portion of the Subject Property, as far away as
possible from the single family homes. The building height of 116 feet allows all of the
permissible density to be concentrated in this area of the site. As suggested by the Town of
Chevy Chase, the building steps down from the maximum height of 116 feet to 88.3 feet to
provide a visual transition.
The architectural approach for the Hotel Project implements traditional building
massing of base, middle and top. Two interlocking "L" shaped masses help to compose and
contain the fayade. One anchors the mass at the base and side with strong horizontality,
while the other, in glass, expresses a light verticality.
A three-story base anchors the design in integral color concrete and granite pilaster
base. It maintains the urban street wall and steps back to the vertically oriented body of the
building. A two-story horizontal blue glass top is capped by a thin metal brow, which wraps
the corner as the massing steps down toward the adjacent neighborhood and park. Thin
metal piers create a strong rhythm along the top and turn down the main fayade to create a
glass inverted "L". As a "terminus" to an axial approach, this glass vertical bay is
emphasized. A linear pedestrian drop off canopy then brings visitors to the main entry of
the hotel. A series of thin light sconces at the entry tie together with the thin columns at the
top.
The main body of the building is arranged in vertical E.I.F.S. piers. The light color
helps to brighten this narrow street. Wide windows bring daylight to the interior while
vertical mullions help to convey a residential quality. The same fenestration is wrapped
around the sides and back of the building, carving into the parking structure. The Elm
Street park side elevation steps down along a series of horizontal bands to bring the scale
down to relate to a more residential area. This fayade mass is also broken up by two
vertically recessed bays on each side of the elevator core. A similar metal brow or cornice
wraps this core as a feature on this elevation.
VII. PUBLIC USE AND AMENITY SPACE
The public use and amenity space provided by the Air Rights Center Hotel Project
involves the renovation of a portion of the interim Capital Crescent Trail located on the
Subject Property along the southern boundary (paint walls, repair trail, create attractive
edging to trail using stone pattern and landscaping); the plaza at Montgomery Avenue and
Waverly Street; landscaping south of the parking structure and the interim Capital Crescent
Trail; and landscaping land located south of the interim Capital Crescent Trail adjacent to
the residential properties along Elm Street. In addition, the Applicant proposes providing
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an access easement over the Subject Property from the Elm Street Park to the Capital
Crescent Trail, to provide an unobstructed means of access to the trail.
Two significant components of the public use package are the planned bike path
connection from the Pearl Street right of way to the interim Capital Crescent Trail and
the renovation of Elm Street Park. This Applicant's participation in the bike path connection
resolves a long stated community desire and Sector Plan requirement for bike connections
to the interim Capital Crescent trail. The Applicant has approached Montgomery County
Department of Public Works and Transportation (UDPWT") and an adjacent landowner in
order to facilitate this project. The Air Rights Center Hotel Project will construct the bike
ramp and pedestrian stair to make the connection, when the land is available to them via
an easement from the adjacent landowner.
The renovation of Elm Street Park was a concept that initiated with the earlier
Project Plan. The improvements will follow a concept sketch that shows realigned
pathways, grading improvements, replacement of older sitting areas with new, and some
landscaping additions. The existing trees and gazebo structures would largely be preserved
and enhanced with the new design. The existing cut-through path would be replaced with a
paved path that accentuates the garden design and eliminates a muddy path that has been
worn-in by resident use.
The streetscape improvements will involve renovating the public and onsite
streetscape immediately adjacent to the Subject Property along Waverly Street. These will
be improved in accordance with the Bethesda CBD Sector Plan recommendations with
brick paving at sidewalks, streets, lights and site furnishings. The Waverly street sidewalk
will be both widened and relieved of the cantilevered building mass that currently inhibits
existing headroom. A new sidewalk of up to 15 feet in width will be created, open to the sky.
VII. VEHICULAR AND PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION SYSTEM
Vehicular access to the Air Rights Hotel Project will not change from the existing
vehicular patterns for vehicles entering the parking structure. The entrance to the parking
structure will continue in its current location on Waverly and Montgomery Avenues. Given
the nature of the hotel, the anticipated trip generation rates are minimal, and are less than
the previously approved residential uses. As indicated in the traffic statement included in
the Appendix, the hotel is expected to generate only 43 peak AM trips and 27 peak PM
trips.
As previously described, the pedestrian way along Waverly Street will be improved
in accordance with the recommended Sector Plan standards. The most important part of
the Waverly Street streetscape improvements is the elimination of the cantilevered portion
of the existing building that contains the Link. This improvement will open the sidewalk up
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to the sky and eliminate the current, ill-designed condition. Pedestrian visibility and safety
will be greatly improved where the Waverly Street sidewalk crosses the garage entrance.
The Link will be relocated further to the east in order to continue to connect the
commercial components of the Air Rights Center complex and provide an interior
connection from these buildings to the hotel lobby.
The existing pedestrian access way, located between the East Building and the
two-story connection, which provides a connection from the Town of Chevy Chase directly
to the CBD, will continue to remain open.
VIII. PARKING
The Subject Property is located within the Bethesda Parking District and as a result,
no parking spaces are required to be provided on-site. Currently there are approximately
500 parking spaces located on the Subject Property that serve the existing commercial
uses. These uses will share utilization of the garage with the new hotel. It is expected that
few guests will drive to the hotel and more will arrive via transit or taxi. The mixed-use
nature of the Subject Property enables all of the parking spaces used for the commercial
office tenants to be available to the hotel guests after normal business hours and on
weekends.
IX. PRELIMINARY

FOREST CONSERVATION PLAN

On-site landscaping and planting will meet the Forest Conservation Plan requirement, as
required.
X. STAFF RECOMMENDATION
A. Compliance With The 1994 Sector Plan:
Staff supported the Hotel Project and its proposed amenity package, with the
exception of its height, and recommended approval of the Air Rights Hotel project plan with
a reduction in the proposed height from 116 feet to 90 feet.
B. Heiqht
The proposed hotel is 26 feet over the height recommended by the 1994 Sector
Plan for the Bethesda CBD ("Sector Plan"). The site is located at the edge of the Metro
Core District, between older existing buildings of 149 feet (Air Rights office building on
Wisconsin Avenue to the west) and 124 feet (Marriott Courtyard Hotel to the northwest)
and Elm Street Park. Although the site is zoned CBD-2, the specific maximum height of 90
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feet is recommended for this site on page 39 of the Sector Plan. Stepping down in height
from the core of the CBD to the surrounding single-family residential communities is a
basic tenet of the1994 Plan.
Since 1994, there have been exceptions to the heights recommended by the Sector
Plan. All of the exceptions are residential projects, some approved by the Planning Board
and others approved by the County Council. The recently approved Zoning Text
Amendment No. 04-13 allows an exception to the Sector Plan height recommendations for
residential projects providing MPDUs on site. The Air Rights Hotel, together with the
existing office buildings, would be devoted to commercial uses.
C. Land Use
The recommended land use for the site is mixed-use. The Sector Plan
recommended a small residential building on the parking deck of the Air Rights building. On
page 61, it stated further that this development "shol,Jldhave a maximum height of 90 feet,
stepping down to 60 feet toward Pearl Street."
The Planning Board approved an Air Rights project in 2001 for 11,200 square feet
of office, 364,100 square feet of retail, and 186 multi-family dwellings. The current owners
of the Air Rights complex concluded the previously approved plan was not financially
viable and have submitted this amendment. Because there is no longer a residential
component, the project is notstrictly speaking a mixed-use project. However, the 216-room
business hotel and additional first floor retail will provide complementary uses for the Metro
Core Area.
D. Site Access, Circulation and Pedestrian Facilities
The access point to the site will remain at the existing location from Waverly Street
where traffic from all directions could safely and easily access the garage located
underneath the hotel.
Waverly Street and Montgomery Avenue will be provided with adequate and safe
pedestrian walkways that are connected to a comprehensive network of pedestrian facilities
throughout the CBD area. The Waverly Street streetscape improvements proposed as part of this
project will eliminate the cantilevered portion of the existing building to provide a better pedestrian
link. This improvement will open the sidewalk up to the sky, creating a more pleasant walking
experience. It also provides for more visibility and safety at the garage entrance on Waverly Street.
The Applicant will provide a bicycle and pedestrian connection (ADA ramps and
stairs) between Pearl Street and the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown Branch Trail on
the south side of the property. This connection will improve access to the trail and will
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enable students of Bethesda-Chevy Chase High School who live in the neighborhoods to
the south to use the trail to reach their school.
E. Public Art
The Applicant had a preliminary meeting with the Art Review Panel and has been
encouraged to include an art component in the building fac;adealong Waverly Street.
F. Capital Crescent Trail
The Applicant has agreed to provide an important connection from Pearl Street
south to the interim Capital Crescent Trail. This connection is listed in the Sector Plan on
page 252 under "Recommended Transportation Facilities. Route I from Woodmont Avenue
to Maryland Avenue/Pearl Street." This connection will effectively connect the North
Bethesda trolley trail via Norfolk Avenue in the Woodmont Triangle to the Capital Crescent
Trail. The Applicant will provide the most important link in this system across a steep slope
and an easement from an adjacent property owner. The Applicant will also make
improvements to the surface of the trail and the walls of the tunnel, providing much needed
upgrades to this popular hiker/biker trail.
G. Conclusion
Staff recommended approval of the Project Plan subject to conditions of approval,
including a condition requiring the Applicant to reduce the height of the hotel to 90 feet.
XI. PLANNING BOARD HEARING
On April 28, 2005, the proposed Project Plan for the Hotel Project was brought
before the Planning Board for a public hearing in accordance with the requirements of Art.
28, Md. Ann. Code ("Regional District Act"), Chapter 59 of the Montgomery County Code
("Zoning Ordinance") and the Planning Board's Rules of Procedure. At the public hearing,
the Planning Board heard testimony on the Project Plan from Staff, the Applicant who was
represented by legal counsel and two citizens of the Town of Chevy Chase, including the
Vice Mayor, in support of the project. During the hearing, the Planning Board received
evidence submitted in the record on the Project Plan, including the Staff Report setting forth
Staff's findings that the proposed development does conform to the findings of the Zoning
Ordinance for project plan approval.
Staff introduced the site and surrounding area and described the Hotel Project to
the Board. Staff recommended approval of the Project Plan and noted that the only
outstanding issue related to the height of the Hotel Project. Staff's recommendation
included a condition requiring the Applicant to reduce the height of the project to 90 feet in
accordance with the Sector Plan recommendations. Applicant's proposal was for 116 feet.
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The Applicant, through its legal counsel, testified that it was in agreement with all
of Staff's recommended conditions of approval except for the condition reducing the height
of the Hotel Project. The Applicant argued that the Sector Plan requirement for a height of
90 feet related to compatibility and that the Hotel Project was compatible with the
surrounding uses based on the design of the project. The Applicant stressed that the
project is designed to be located further away from the residential neighborhood to lessen
the impact on the neighborhood and increase compatibility. However, the Applicant noted
that locating the project further from the residential community necessitated a higher
structure. In support of its position, the Applicant cited to a letter in the record in support of
its project from the Town of Chevy Chase. The Applicant also pointed out that the Hotel
Project would not be out of character with the existing buildings in the area. In particular,
the Applicant noted that the nearby Residence Inn building is already at the same rooftop
elevation as the proposed height of the Hotel Project.
The Planning Board also heard testimony from two speakers who were both in
support of the Hotel Project and, in particular, of the proposed height of the Applicant's
project. One speaker also expressed a concern about the possibility that the staging of the
project might interfere with people coming to and from her nearby building. The Applicant
responded to her concern by pointing out that there is a condition of approval, which
requires all construction to be staged from Waverly Street, unless otherwise agreed to by
other adjacent parties.
In response to questions from the Planning Board, Staff stated that the Sector Plan
recommendation serves as a guideline to the Board when making a determination based
on height, and that sometimes the Board looks to the Sector Plan chart and sometimes to
the surrounding conditions to make a decision on how to apply the Sector Plan
recommendations. When asked the basis for the Sector Plan limitation on height at 90 feet
for the Subject Property, Staff replied that there was not a specific evaluation of the Subject
Property at the time of adoption of the Sector Plan. Staff maintained, however, that in their
view, building the project at 90 feet and having the building encroach on the neighboring
park and residential neighborhood was more compatible than building the project at a
higher height.
Commissioners Perdue and Wellington disagreed with Staff's position regarding
the height of the proposed building. They stated that the main issue with respect to the
height of the building is the compatibility of the development with the adjacent properties
and communities. Some considerations outlined by Commissioner Wellington included 1)
how far away the proposed building is from adjacent communities; 2) what kind of impact
does the added height have to adjacent communities; and 3) whether the height steps
down to the recommended Sector Plan height.
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XII. FINDINGS
Section 59-0-2.42 of the Zoning Ordinance establishes the findings that must be made
by the Planning Board and forms the basis for the Board's consideration of approval. In
accordance herewith, the Planning Board makes the following findings:

FINDING:
(a) As conditioned, the proposal complies with all of the intents and
requirements of the zone as illustrated in the following information and Project Data
Table:
Zoning

CBD-2

Gross Lot Area
Waverly dedication:
Net Lot Area:

121,456 sf or 2.7882 Acres
4,198 sf or 0.096 Acres
117,258 sf or 2.6919 Acres

Lot Area for
FAR calculations:

121,456
5,550
9,750
5,504
914

SF
SF
SF
SF
SF

or 2.7882 Acres (current plat)
(1978 dedication along Montgomery Avenue)
(1910 Montgomery Avenue dedication)
(1910 Waverly Street dedication)
(Railroad Street dedication)

143,174 SF total with previous dedications
Available FAR:

Optional Method: 4.0
143,174 SF x 4.0 FAR = 572,696 SF

Existing
Development

364,100 SF Existing Office at North
13,200 SF Existinq Retail at East Buildinq
377 ,300 SF Existing

Proposed Hotel:

132,421 sf

Building Height:

143' Allowable per CBD-2
88'-4" to 118' Proposed

Public Use Space:
(Net tract area)

Required
20% or 23,452 sf

Parking:

Required: None, Parking District
Proposed: None, Parking District
(Existing garage spaces will be shared with hotel.)
The site is located within the Bethesda Parking District and therefore is not
required to meet the parking requirements contained in Section 59-E of the
Zoning Ordinance. Approximately 500 parking spaces existing on-site will be
retained.

Proposed
27.1 % or 31,780 sf

'***
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PROJECT DATA TABLE
Dev. Standard Approved

Zoning Ordinance
Development Standard
13,200
143,174
-(27.1%)
-143,174
31,780
3.50
0 to
2.64
,121
130
88'-4"
90'
364,100
137,021501
116'
4,600*
4,600
137,598
31,780
Minimum 132.421
Gross
Tract
Area
(sq. ft.)
105,818
132,421
Office
(3.50
On-Site
FAR) (20% minimum gross lot area)

- 143**
4.0
22,000
23.452

Total
by Planning Board
Approved
Existing
and binding on
DeveloQment
Development
Applicant

377 ,300
364,100

105,818
137,598(113.3%)

Approximately 8,600 sq. ft. of existing retail space will be eliminated
Recommended/Allowed by the approved Sector Plan
Proposed hotel height varies from 88'-4" to 116'

FINDING
(b) As conditioned, the proposal conforms to the approved and adopted
Master or Sector Plan or an Urban Renewal Plan approved under Chapter 56.
The proposed project offers many positive features that will help meet the objectives
of the Sector Plan for the Bethesda CBD. The analyses below group the recommendations,
principles and guidelines by major topics and assess the Project Plan conformance with
each set.
A. GOALS OF THE SECTOR PLAN
Downtown
Realize the vision of Bethesda as a diverse and lively downtown for
Bethesda-Chevy Chase. Continue well-designed redevelopment within the Metro
Core and reinforce the physical character and varied activities of districts radiating
out from the Core so that each district has a distinct identity yet is linked into a
coherent whole.
The Air Rights Center Hotel Project will help ensure the vitality of downtown Bethesda by
introducing a new hotel to the Metro Core, within walking distance of the many activities in
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downtown Bethesda.

The hotel will have a limited kitchen, serving breakfast and possibly a light

dinner. Thus, guests of the hotel, seeking lunch or dinner, may frequent the many nearby
restaurants in the active Metro Core in the day and evening, as well as on weekends. Similarly,
guests of the hotel will provide additional patronage to the retail opportunities throughout
Bethesda. The Hotel Project will also improve the aesthetics of the CBD by adding a well-designed
building over the existing "barrack-like" parking structure.
Urban

Form

Encourage infill development that complements the underlying physical form
of Bethesda. Create a high-quality built and pedestrian environment, including a
network of pathways and open spaces. Enhance Bethesda's commercial and
residential districts with improvements appropriate to the character of each.
The project defines infill development,

with the Hotel Project to be constructed within an

existing parking structure. The public space requirement improves the existing conditions of the
Capital Crescent Trail and the M-NCPPC Elm Street Park. The Applicant will also renovate
the existing streetscape on Waverly Street in front of the Property, which will contribute to the
overall pathway network within the Metro Core.
The Hotel Project enhances both the commercial district in which it is located and the
adjacent residential district. Placing the hotel on a portion of the existing garage will integrate the
existing commercial buildings of the Air Rights Center complex into a cohesive project, thus
improving its commercial character. At the same time, the final design respects the views from the
Town of Chevy Chase in order to ensure a compatible design.
Housin~

and Nei~hborhoods

Encourage and maintain a wide range of housing types and neighborhoods in
and around Bethesda for people of all incomes, ages, lifestyles and physical capabilities,
in keeping with County goals. Provide an adequate supply of housing, including
affordable units, to reinforce Bethesda as a place to live as well as work. Protect
adjacent neighborhoods from commercial intrusion, undue traffic, and environmental
degradation.
uses.

The Project proposes a hotel on the Property because of its proximity to the existing office
Both the Applicant and the Town of Chevy Chase residents believe that the hotel is a

more appropriate use for this site and will not intrude on the adjacent residential neighborhood,
as would a residential project.
Employment

Provide opportunities for additional jobs in this major down-County employment
center in keeping with County policy to concentrate growth in the urban ring near Metro
stations and to increase the County's revenue base.
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The Air Rights Center Hotel Project will add approximately eight managerial level jobs and
51 service level jobs to the County's employment base. The location of the hotel within walking
distance of the metro station and bus station makes it particularly attractive for those service level
employees who rely on public transportation to commute to work. The Air Rights Hotel Project will
increase the County's revenue base, by adding a 216 room hotel to an existing parking structure,
which will result in a significant increase in property taxes.

Community Character
Enhance Bethesda as an appealing environment for working, shopping, and
entertainment. Strengthen its attraction as a destination for visitors while ensuring
that residents find a sense of community. Reinforce a unique sense of place through
the themes of Bethesda as a "garden" and a "cultural district."
The addition of a new hotel in the heart of Bethesda responds directly to this goal by
strengthening Bethesda's "attraction as a destination for visitors."
toward the business traveler, and likely will be patronized by tourists
new hotel in Bethesda will ensure that more people, many of whom
entirely different location, will spend time in Bethesda and take

This hotel will be oriented
as well. The addition of a
may otherwise stay at an
advantage of the vibrant

community, with its full array of retail and restaurant opportunities.

Circulation
Provide a safe and functional transportation system to serve the current and
recommended land uses. Achieve a significant shift of travel from drive-alone auto
use to transit, carpooling, and other alternatives. Enhance the pleasure, safety, and
convenience of walking and bicycling.
An important component of the Air Rights structure is the improvement of the streetscape
along the Waverly Street frontage of the hotel to meet the Bethesda streetscape standard. This
will help unify this area of the Bethesda CBO with the other portions of the Metro Core.
The hotel is located within 600 feet of the Metro Station and the Bethesda bus terminal
and will be accessible to public transportation systems and will decrease the number of single
occupancy vehicles. The improvement of the sidewalks along Waverly Street, as well as the
improvement to the Capital Crescent Trail, will enhance the pleasure, safety and convenience of
walking and bicycling.

B. PLANNING AND DESIGN OBJECTIVES
Land Use Objectives
Employment Growth
Concentrate high-density office development in the Metro Core and allow lower
density in full development along with housing in other districts.
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Support new commerce development that enhances the Character of Bethesda
by providing desired public benefits and high-quality development.
Coordinate new growth with public facilities, so as not to burden nearby
residential areas. Public facility plans and impacts of growth are addressed throughout
the Plan.
The hotel is located in the Metro Core and is comparable

in scale to the buildings

immediately surrounding it. While not an office use, the hotel's location in the Metro Core is most
appropriate.
The Air Rights Hotel Project will meet and exceed the Optional Method Public Use and
Amenity requirement. The focal part of the public use and amenity package is the improvements
to the Capital Crescent Trail, which given the popularity of the trail, will provide a far-reaching
benefit. The building will be well designed and will greatly improve the aesthetics of the Property.
The

hotel use generates

considerably

less impact

on public facilities

than either

residential or office use. Not only are the trip generation rates lower, but also the hotel will have
no impact on the school system and very little, if any, impact on the park system, including the
adjacent Elm Street Park.

Retail
Approve zoning recommendations and land use guidelines that support the
continued vitality of retail in Bethesda. Such tools can influence the location of retail
as development opportunities arise.
Promote improved accessibility to retail shops and awareness of the character of
retail districts.
The Air Rights Hotel will contribute to retail uses in Bethesda by increasing the number of
people who will shop and eat there. The hotel's enhancement of the existing streetscape along
Waverly Street and the addition of an attractive building that can be viewed from Wisconsin Avenue
will attract potential shoppers to this area of the Metro Core and help bolster the sales of the
existing retail uses in the Air Rights complex.

Urban Desiqn Obiectives
Provide street-activating uses, such as retail stores with storefront display
windows or building entrances. Activating uses help promote a safe, interesting, and
lively environment.
Enhance the pedestrian environment to provide a visually diverse and
stimulating experience, maximize social interaction, and encourage walking. Special
attention should be given to the design of streetscapes to help maintain human
scale, achieve good street definition, and enhance the visual character.
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Extend the network of open spaces to serve the needs of an expanding
population for a diverse range of activities in spaces that are safe, visible and
perceived as public.
Improve compatibility with existing uses through urban design concepts and
guidelines that address form, shadows and skyline, building heights, scale,
massing, and setbacks. In general, new development should respect established
patterns of development.
Allow a diversity of architectural styles that achieve good building
proportions, reduce the sense of bulk, and maintain human scale. Clearly identify
the building entrance in the facade design and locate it at street level.
Achieve compatibility with nearby residential areas through techniques such
as stepped down heights, articulated building walls and facade treatments, and
other architectural means designed to minimize building bulk and shadow impacts,
and create a gradual transition.
Expand the existing network of open spaces so that it responds to existing
pedestrian movements, and if possible, connect new open spaces to the existing
network.
Emphasize the pedestrian environment along streets. Design buildings to
provide visual interest and human scale at the street level, adjacent to sidewalks.
Architectural facades should incorporate interesting details, store-front display
windows, and front entrances to enliven and activate the sidewalks.
Use upgraded streetscape elements such as special pavers, lighting, tightly
spaced trees, and other features to enhance significant pedestrian pathways,
visually define distinct districts, and improve the overall attractiveness of the CBD.
The Air Rights Hotel Project will provide an opportunity to improve the existing streetscape
along Waverly Street. The improvements to the Waverly Street streetscape eliminate the existing
projection over the sidewalk and will add landscaping, pavers and lights as recommended in the
Bethesda CBD Sector Plan. The two-story hotel lobby will be visible from the street and will
make the street an inviting pedestrian experience.
Each of the proposed Public Use and Amenity Facilities proposed expand the quality of
the pedestrian environment.
The Hotel Project is specifically designed to respect the Property's location along
the perimeter of the CBD. The design of the building, it's massing, height, scale and setbacks
have been carefully designed to be concentrated along the western portion of the Property
in response to concerns raised by the Town of Chevy Chase. The hotel structure is compatible
with the other adjacent buildings within the CBD and is the greatest distance possible from
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the Town of Chevy Chase. The Hotel Project construction is concentrated
and will not result in the shadowing of any portion of the Town.

on Waverly Street

The architectural style and design of the Air Rights Center Hotel Project will further ensure
its compatibility with the adjacent Town of Chevy Chase. At the request of the residential
community, several changes to the design of the hotel were made in order to ensure the hotel's
compatibility with the Town. While some of those changes shifted the design of the hotel from a
more residential design to a more office-like design, the Applicant nonetheless incorporated these
requested changes in the final design of the hotel. These changes include stepping down the
building height, making the south fayade compatible to residential view, providing semi-refiective
glass, eliminating balconies and prohibiting signage on the east and south facades.

C.

LAND USE AND ZONING PLAN

On the parking deck of the second Air Rights Building, the Plan recommends a
small residential building, if compatibility with the adjacent single-family area is
maintained. The Sector Plan further provides that the development should have a
maximum height of 90 feet, stepping down to 60 feet toward Pearl Street on that
portion of the parking structure above the Capital Crescent Trail. The building height
should include the existing parking structure. There should be no development on
that portion of the deck that abuts the single-family detached houses along Elm
Street.
The Sector Plan's recommendation

for residential use on the Property was an effort to

designate as many sites as possible for residential use in hopes of increasing the availability of
housing within the Bethesda CBD. Since the adoption of the Sector Plan in 1994, more than 1,400
residential units have been approved within the CBD, which has aided in achieving this goal.
A critical provision of the Sector Plan's recommendation
which emphasizes

for the Property is the phrase,

that compatibility with the adjacent single-family

area, be maintained. The

adjacent residents recognize that the development of the Property as a hotel will have minimal
impact on their neighborhood, perhaps less than a residential use. The hotel is located
approximately 114 feet further away from the residences than the previously approved residential
use. Unlike the residential building, the hotel will have no outdoor terraces or balconies and a
limited number of operable windows, eliminating any concerns about noise or intrusions of privacy.
In terms of the height of the proposed hotel, the underlying CBD Zone permits a maximum
height of 143 feet while the Sector Plan recommends a height of 90 feet for the Property, with a
step down to 60 feet toward Pearl Street. In order to maximize the compatibility of the proposed
hotel, the entire building is concentrated on a 10,879 square foot footprint adjacent to Waverly
Street, with no portion of the structure oriented toward Pearl Street or the adjacent neighborhoods.
The building will be set back considerably further (65 feet versus 5 feet) from the neighborhood
park than was the previously approved in the multifamily housing proposal.
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The Sector Plan's recommendation for a maximum height of 90 feet was intended to
ensure the compatibility of the project with the adjacent Town of Chevy Chase. In this case, the
Town has clearly indicated that the proposed project better achieves the objective of ensuring
compatibility with the Town, even with a height greater than that recommended. Thus, the Planning
Board finds that the proposed height for the project is appropriate and conforms to the
requirements of the Sector Plan.
D. TRANSPORTATION

PLAN

Increase the use of non-auto driver travel for commuting.
Improve pedestrian and bicycle conditions.
Ensure that all parking facilities next to single-family
designed to be compatible with adjacent residences.

neighborhoods

are

The development of the Air Rights Hotel within 600 feet of the Metro Station and bus
terminal is in keeping with sound transportation policies and helps to ensure an increase in the use
of non-auto driver travel for commuting. It is envisioned that many business travelers with
meetings in the District of Columbia will stay at the hotel given its proximity to the Metro Station. A
commute to the District would involve only a very short walk to the Metro and a 15-minute ride
downtown on the Red Line.
The requirement that the Applicant upgrade Waverly Street, improve the Capital Crescent
Trail and provide an access easement from the Elm Street Park to the Trail is consistent
with the Sector Plan's goal of improving pedestrian and bicycle conditions. Finally, the parking
facility that will serve the hotel will be accessible from the existing garage access point on Waverly,
and therefore will be completely separated from the adjacent residential community.
E. STREETSCAPE

PLAN

Reinforce the identity of the districts by developing distinguishing
streetscapes for each one while creating a unified image for the entire CBD.
Provide for the "greening" of Bethesda by planting street trees along all
streets, using a variety of species to achieve horticultural diversity.
Encourage walking by creating an attractive pedestrian environment and
improving pedestrian access.
The Hotel Project Plan will rehabilitate the existing sidewalk areas along Waverly
Street in accordance with the standards of the Bethesda CBD Sector Plan, which, in turn,
will improve the streetscape environment. These improvements will not only encourage
walking by creating an attractive pedestrian environment but will also help unify this
portion of the CBD with the more recently improved areas to the west.
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The project is consistent with the general recommendations
Business

District Sector

Plan, approved

and adopted

of the Bethesda Central

July 1994, and furthers

the goals

and objectives of the Sector Plan.

E HEIGHT
Although the Bethesda CBO Sector Plan recommends a maximum height of 90 feet
for development within the Bethesda CBO, the Planning Board finds that allowing the Air Rights
Center Hotel Project to build at a height of 116 feet is compatible with the surrounding area and in
conformance with the goals and requirements of the Sector Plan. The Planning Board found that
the extended height and narrower building design was more compatible than a shorter and bulkier
building because a shorter, bulkier building would intrude more upon the neighboring residential
area as well as upon the nearby Elm Street Park. In addition, the Planning Board found that the
step down of the southern fac;ade of the building from a maximum height of 116 feet to a height of
88.3 feet mitigates a canyon effect for the people in the surrounding areas and eliminates a walltype affect for the Elm Street Park, thereby helping to address the recommendations of the Sector
Plan by integrating the step down in building height as recommended in the Sector Plan in
conjunction with a building design that is compatible with the adjacent residential neighborhood.
Thus, the Planning Board finds that the proposed height of the building is appropriate and in
conformance with the goals and recommendations

of the Sector Plan.

FINDING:
(c) As conditioned, because of its location size, intensity, design,
operational characteristics and staging, it would be compatible with and not
detrimental to existing or potential development in the general neighborhood.
The Air Rights Center Hotel Project will successfully integrate the existing North, East and
West Buildings and the parking structure that comprise the overall Air Rights Center Complex.
From a visual standpoint, the Air Rights Center Hotel Project represents the missing piece in the
original development plan for the Air Rights Center complex. The development within the existing
parking structure will help conceal an otherwise unattractive parking structure and provide a visually
pleasing, well-designed building.
A testament to the Hotel Project's compatibility with the surrounding neighborhood is
the Town of Chevy Chase's support for the project. Not only is it the Town's position that the hotel
use is much preferred over the previously approved residential use, the Town also believes the
design changes are beneficial. The hotel structure is concentrated as far as possible from
the single-family homes located within the Town to the south and east of the Property. Several
different design options were proposed, including some that reduced the overall height of
the building but resulted in the density being spread out to a larger footprint that extended to
the east. The community was clear that they much preferred the proposed design and location
that provides for a maximum height of 116 feet.
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In response to comments

raised by various Town residents, the Applicant made further

design changes to ensure the compatibility of the hotel with the surrounding neighborhood.
Perhaps the most important change is the stepping down of the southern fa<;ade, from a
maximum height of 116 feet to a height of 88.3 feet, which provides an important visual transition.
In response to the recommendations of the residents of the Town of Chevy Chase, the southern
portion of the building is designed to have two "step downs" from its maximum height. The
maximum height of the building will be 116 feet and then the building will step down to a height of
98 feet for a distance of 13 feet and then to a height of 88.3 feet.
Other changes include the window treatment along the southern fa<;ade of the building,
use of semi-reflective spandrel (non-vision) glass, elimination of balconies, and a prohibition on
signage on the east and south elevations. The hotel design is effectively self-contained, with no
outdoor balconies, and windows that open only a limited amount (four inches).
From an operational standpoint, the hotel will be compatible with the neighborhood and
will have less impact on the neighborhood than would the previously approved residential use
or an office use. All of the operations associated with the hotel will be clearly separated from
the residential area. Loading will occur on the below grade parking structure, which is accessed
via the driveway entrance on Montgomery Avenue, near Pearl Street. These design features help
segregate the use from the lesser intensive single-family neighborhood.
In terms

of size, the Hotel Project involves an additional

132,421 square feet of

development, resulting in an overall density for the Property of 3.50 FAR, significantly lower than
the 4.0 FAR permitted by the Zoning Ordinance. The size and height of the building are in context
with adjacent buildings. The height steps down to 88.3 feet along the southern boundary as
requested by the residents of the Town of Chevy Chase.
The new construction

will be setback a minimum of 15 feet from Waverly Street. The

redevelopment of the Property will also include removal of the existing portions of the link
that currently project into the sidewalk area along Waverly Street. These changes will create a
pleasant pedestrian environment on Waverly Street.
The new thirteen-story

hotel will enhance

the Air Rights Center complex and unify

the massing of the existing buildings along Waverly Street by concentrating the height and mass
of the building in the western corner of the Property, adjacent to the more intensive uses and as
far away as possible from the existing single family homes located within the Town of Chevy
Chase.

FINDING:
(d) As conditioned, the proposal would not overburden existing public
services nor those programmed for availability concurrently with each stage of
construction and, if located within a transportation management district designated
under Chapter 42A, Article II, is subject to a traffic mitigation agreement that meets
the requirements of that article.
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The Hotel Project will not overburden existing public services. The hotel use and the lesser
amount of retail generate less trips than the previously approved residential use. Whereas the
residential use generated 55 AM peak hour trips and 55 PM peak hour trips, the traffic statement
prepared as part of the Project Plan Amendment indicates that the hotel will generate only 43 AM
peak hour trips and 27 peak hour PM trips. The Hotel's close proximity to the Bethesda Metro
Station helps promote the use of public transportation, and it is anticipated that many guests will rely
on the metro to commute to meetings in the District of Columbia.
1. Local Area Transportation

Review

The proposed development is for a 216-room hotel on the site. A traffic statement
was submitted to compare the traffic impact of the previously approved development
proposal and the current proposal. The site was approved for a 182 unit high-rise
apartment complex at this location on January 4, 2001. At the time a traffic study was
submitted evaluating the impact of 182 high-rise apartments, it was determined that all
intersections were operating within the congestion standard of 1,800 Critical Lane Volume
for Bethesda Central Business District.
The Applicant submitted a traffic statement on December 4, 2004, to provide
Transportation Planning staff with a comparison between the traffic that would have been
generated and distributed by 182 high-rise apartments and the 216 room hotel that would
replace about 8,044 square feet of existing retail use. The result of the study indicates that
the total trips generated by the hotel will be less than what would have been generated
under the previously approved plan. The proposed hotel will generate a total of 12 and 28
less trips during the weekday morning and evening peak hours respectively. In addition,
most travelers staying in the hotel are expected to take advantage of the metro station that
is only 600 feet away from the proposed site.
Staff also evaluated the directional distribution of traffic for the two different
development proposals. Our evaluation indicates that the traffic pattern for a high rise
apartment complex and a hotel should be the same because they both function as
producers of trips during the morning peak hours, therefore the directional distribution of
traffic must be the same. Based on the directional distribution of traffic, staff concluded the
assignment of traffic to area intersections will also be the same and, therefore, the traffic
patterns are the same. These evaluations suggest that the proposed hotel will have less
impact on the area transportation system than a 182 high-rise apartment building.
2. Road Classifications
Waverly Street is classified as a Business District Street with a recommended 80-foot
right of way. This Applicant is required to provide 35 feet of right-of-way from the
centerline of Waverly Street. Staff allowed a five-foot reduction to the required right-of way
at this location for several reasons:
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1. Waverly Street has a gO-degree angled curve in front of the property and therefore,
the safe speed at this location could not be more than 15 miles per hour. The speed
is one of the criteria for classification of a roadway and 15 miles per hour speed is
well below a traffic speed allowed for a road, sayan arterial that allows for more
than 35 miles per hour speed.
2. All the street amenities, such as wide sidewalks and the tree panels that are
required in front of the property to create a safe, efficient, and desirable walking
experience, are provided within the reduced dedicated right-of-way.
3. If the Applicant were required to provide a full 40-foot right of way from the
centerline, the underground garage and the surrounding structures would have been
negatively impacted in an effort to meet the minimum requirements of building a
hotel on this site.
4. There is no plan in the future to widen the road at this location.
Montgomery Avenue is classified as a Business District Street with a recommended 80foot right-of-way. The Applicant would provide a half section of the required right-of-way,
sidewalks, and other amenities.
Pearl Street is classified as a Business District with a recommended 85-foot right-of-way.
No dedications are required with this plan approval.
Wisconsin Avenue is classified as a Major Highway with recommended right-of-way
varying from 104 feet to 120 feet through out the Central Business District (CBD) area.
3. Water and Sewer Capacity
The site is classified as W-1 and S-1, establishing capacity for the proposed project.
Based on the above stated facts and analysis hereby expressly adppted by the
Planning Board, the Planning Board finds that the proposed hotel development, as
conditioned, will not overburden existing public services nor those programmed for
availability concurrently with each stage of construction.
FINDING
(e) The proposal will be more efficient and desirable than could be
accomplished by the use of the standard method of development.
The development of the Air Rights Center Hotel Project is only possible as an optional
method development project. The existing officedevelopment of the property exceeds the 2.0 FAR
maximum permitted in accordance with the standard method of development in the CBD-2 Zone.
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The optional method of development allows for 4.0 FAR. The proposed addition of the hotel results
in an overall density for the property of 3.50 FAR, below the allowable 4.0 FAR.
An important benefit of the optional method of development

is the increased public use

space, which will be provided. The Air Rights Center Hotel Project provides an opportunity to
improve the public space surrounding the Property. The public use improvements,
provided as a result of the optional method of development, are as follows:

Net Lot
Pearl
Street
1,340
SFAreaConnection
Waverly
Crescent
St.
Trail
Dedication/Improvements
Improvements
Public
Easement
15 FootAccess
Waverly
St. PublicBetween
Dedication
Public Use Dedication Tabulation

774 SF
6,536
4,198
SF
SF
4,198
117,258
31,780
12,368
23,452
9,610
2,688
2,383
4,731
137,628
250 SF
SF
105,848
93,000 SF

which are
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FINDING:
(f) The proposal will include moderately priced dwelling units in
accordance with Chapter 25A of this Code, if the requirements of that chapter apply.
This section does not apply to the Project Plan Amendment;
provides no housing.

the commercial project

FINDING:
(g) When a Project Plan includes more than one lot under common
ownership, or is a single lot containing two or more CBD zones, and is shown to
transfer public open space or development density from on lot to another or transfer
densities, within a lot with two or more CBD zones, pursuant to the special
standards of either section 59-C 6.2351 or 59-C 6.2352 (whichever is applicable), the
Project Plan may be approved by the Planning Board based on the following
findings:
(1)

(2)
(3)

The project will preserve an historic site, building, structure or area as
shown on the Locational Atlas and Index of Historic Sites or the Master
Plan for Historic Preservation; and/or
The project will implement an urban renewal plan adopted pursuant to
Chapter 56 of the Montgomery County Code; and/or
The project will result in an overall land use configuration that is
significantly superior to that which could otherwise be achieved.

This section does not apply to the subject Project Plan Amendment.

FINDING:
(h) As conditioned, the proposal satisfies any applicable requirements
for forest conservation under Chapter 22A.
This Project is exempt under the forest conservation law as set forth in Environmental
Planning Division's Memorandum dated 12/23/04.

FINDING:
(i) As conditioned, the proposal satisfies any applicable requirements
for water quality resources protection under Chapter 19.
With the condition below, requiring Applicant to submit confirmation from MCDPS of an
extension of the conditional waiver of stormwater management controls currently applicable to the
Subject Property set forth in MCDPS Memorandum dated October 12, 2000, the Project Plan
satisfies all applicable requirements for water quality resources protection under Chapter 19.
XIII. PLANNING BOARD ACTION AND CONDITIONS
The Montgomery County Planning Board APPROVES Project Plan No. 9-00001A,
which consists of 132,421 sf of new hotel use with 4,600 sf of existing retail use, 364,100 sf
of existing office use for a total of 501,121 sf of commercial development on 143,174 sf. All
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site elements of the Air Rights Hotel Project Plan Amendment
9-00001A, as shown on
sheets S-1, S-2, S-3, S-4, and S-7 dated 12/30/04 and sheets S-5 and S-6 dated 3/31/05,
shall be required except as modified by the following conditions:

1.

Building Height

The height of the hotel shall be 116 feet, stepping down to 90 feet in conformance with
Project Plan Submission Sheet Number S-7 dated 12/30/04.

2.

Pearl Street Bike Connection
In the event that Montgomery

County Department of Public Works secures an easement

from the adjacent property owner from the end of the Pearl Street right-of-way to create a bike
path connection to the interim Capital Crescent Trail in order to implement Stage Two
Transportation Improvements in Bethesda, this Applicant shall build the bikepath connection. The
Applicant shall build a connecting staircase and/or a bike ramp type of structure per DPWT
approvals. Consideration shall be given to the type of building materials to be used that would
reflect the possible interim nature of the bike ramp given possible future implementation of the
Bi-County Transitway (aka "the Purple Line").

3.

On and Off Site Amenities

Applicant shall provide the following amenities:

On Site Public Use Space
Create a public plaza at the corner of Montgomery Avenue and Waverly Street
Public Art at the Stair Tower along Waverly Avenue - fa<;ade or other treatment to
the stair tower linking the lower garage floors to Waverly Street and the Link above.
Install the following improvements to the interim Capital Crescent Trail:
o Whitewash the interior walls and surfaces within the tunnel
o

Landscape with stone pattern along trail

o

Pavement restoration along the eastern edge of the trail

Off Site Public Amenity Features
Streetscape improvements to Waverly Street right-of-way adjacent to the site.
Streetscape improvements to conform to the Bethesda Streetscape Guidelines.
Dedicate without cost to the County a public easement to provide access between
the interim Crescent Trail and Elm Street Park.
Pursuant to an agreement
Connection.

with MCDPWT,

construct

the Pearl Street Bike
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Renovate Elm Street Park, between Elm Street and Willow Lane, to include the
features as shown in the Concept Plan II dated August 29,2000 as follows:
o Remove old paths and upright wooden post walls;
o Regrade to prevent drainage problems as necessary;
o Install new paths;
o Install new benches, tables and chairs as determined by M-NCPPC to be
necessary;
o Install landscaping, reseed; and follow tree preservation practices as required
by M-NCPPC parks;
o Relocate any existing lighting fixtures that utilize existing wiring;
o All plans for improvements to conform to M-NCPPC Parks standards.
4. Waverly Street Dedication
Applicant to dedicate, by minor amendment to a record plat, the necessary right of way
for Waverly Street to create a full width dedication of 70 feet, with 35 feet from centerline provided
by this project.
5. Maintenance

of Public Use Spaces and Amenity Areas

Applicant to enter into an agreement with the Bethesda Urban Partnership to
provide ongoing maintenance for Public Use Spaces and Amenity Areas to be executed
with the Site Plan Approval.
6. Transportation

Planning

Issues

The following conditions are part of the APF test for transportation requirements
related to Local Area Transportation Review (LATR).
a. The proposed development shall provide a 35 foot right-of-way from the center
line of Waverly Street and subject the land immediately east of the dedicated
right-of-way for a width of 5 feet to an easement for future dedication; provided
however, that if the Sector Plan recommended right-of-way for Waverly Street is
ever reduced to 70 feet or less, the easement for future dedication shall be
extinguished.
b. The Applicant has previously dedicated 40 feet from centerline, along the frontage
of the property, for Montgomery Avenue right-of-way dedication.
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c. As it pertains to Applicant's property, coordinate with Montgomery County
Department of Public Works and Transportation to improve drainage problems at
the southern terminus of Pearl Street.
d. Provide a sidewalk at least 15 feet wide along the frontage of the property on
Waverly Street and Montgomery Avenue.
e. Provide bicycle and pedestrian connection ramps and/or stairs between Pearl Street
and the Capital Crescent Trail/Georgetown Branch Trail on the south side of the
property.

7. M-NCPPC Elm Street Park - Site Plan Issues
In conjunction with the Elm Street Park improvements, the site plan for this project
shall include the following:
a. Applicant to renovate the interior path network and sitting areas between Willow
Lane and the Elm Street Promenade at Elm Street Urban Park, in accordance
with the concept design by Parker Rodriguez, Inc., dated August 29,2000. Work
to include 1) removal of the old paths and sitting areas, including the wooden
post walls that surround the sitting areas, 2) re-grade (adding fill if necessary)
the site to prevent water accumulation in the park, 3) install new paving along realigned trails and in sitting areas, and 4) install new benches, tables and chairs
as determined by M-NCPPC staff to provide adequate seating and recreation in
the park. The retaining wall that separates the Elm Street Promenade from the
open space park area should be left in place except where necessary to connect
the new paths to the promenade.
b. Applicant to provide landscaping for the renovated park area to include 1) tree
and shrub plantings around the new sitting areas, 2) re-seeding of the park area,
and 3) additional trees and shrubs to compliment the trail and park
improvements. Number of plantings, plant species and planting locations to be
acceptable to M-NCPPC staff. Applicant to establish a tree preservation
program acceptable to M-NCPPC staff to protect existing trees from damage
during renovation.
c. Applicant to re-Iocate any existing lighting features and wiring in the park as is
necessary to accommodate the renovations.
d. Applicant to provide engineering and design plans acceptable to M-NCPPC staff
for park site grading, construction of improvements, and necessary stormwater
management.
Improvements to be constructed to park standards and
specifications.
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8. Issues to review with the Site Plan
In conjunction with this project's site plan submittal, the Applicant shall address the
following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

f.

All plans to note "All construction to be staged from Waverly Street" unless
otherwise agreed to by other adjacent parties;
Final open space design and development, i.e. the Plaza at Waverly and
Montgomery, to include plant material;
Final plans for the Pearl Street connection to be approved with the site plan
and to be reviewed simultaneously with DPWT;
Parking garage access shall be accommodated from Montgomery Avenue
during construction, with two lanes available during each rush hour.
Applicant will evaluate the retaining wall and other areas adjacent to the
interim Capital Crescent Trail at Pearl Street to determine if there is any
stabilization or other maintenance required and shall make any necessary
repairs;
Relocate the lay-by or drop off on Waverly Street so as to allow for adequate
space for entry to the hotel, drop off/pick up and pedestrian movements with
minimal conflict and maximum accommodation for each function.

9. Water Quality Resources
At the time of site plan application, Applicant shall submit confirmation from MCDPS
of an extension of the conditional waiver of stormwater management controls currently
applicable to the Subject Property set forth in MCDPS Memorandum dated October 12,
2000.

§
§

In accordance with Montgomery County Code 59-0-2.7, this project plan will remain valid for 24
months from the Initiation Date, as defined in 59-D-2.7(a), provided that a complete site plan
application is filed within 18 months of the Initiation Date.

*
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CERTIFICATION

OF BOARD ADOPTION OF OPINION

At its regular meeting, held on Thursday, January 26, 2006, in Silver
Spring, Maryland, the Montgomery County Planning Board of The MarylandNational Capital Park and Planning Commission, by unanimous consent
ADOPTED the above Opinion which constitutes the final decision of the Planning
Board and memorializes the Board's findings of fact and conclusions of law for
Project Plan 9-00001A, Air Rights Hotel. Vice Chair Perdue was temporarily
absent.
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The buildingshallbe construcled
elevationsdatedNovember15, 2006. The southelevationfacingElm StreelPark
with the elevationdated November28,
shall be built in substantialconformance
2006.
4. TransportationDivisionMemo
of approvalfrom MThe Applicantshallcomplywiththe followingconditions
datedNovember30,2006:
Planningin the memorandum
NCPPC-Transportation
ParcelE, the Applicantshall
street
frontage
along
to
the
Waverly
it
applies
a. As
from the centerlineof WaverlyStreet.
providea 3S-footright-of-way
b. As it appliesto the WaverlyStreetfrontagealongParcelD, the Applicantshall
providean atea east of the existingright-of-wayline for a depthof 15 feet as a
or closuresof the
Priorto temporaryobslruction
Easement.
Publiclmprovement
of Permitting
sidewalk,the Applicantmustreceiveapprovalfromthe Department
Services.
c. The Applicantshall provide40 feet from centerline,along the frontageof the
dedication.
property,for Montgomery
Avenueright-of-way
problem
at the southemterminusof
d. The Applicantshall improvethe drainage
PearlStreetafterapprovalfrom MCDPWTand priorto issuanceof a use and
occupancypermit.
e. The Applicantshallprovidea sidewalk,at least15 feet wide alongthe frontage
of the propertyon WaverlyStreet,exceptalong that portionof the sidewalk
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f.

g.
-

h.
i.

willnarrowto a minimumwidthof nine
adjacentto the lay-bywherethe sidewalk
feet.
connectionwhich meets
The Applicantshall providea bicycleand pedestrian
Act (ADA)betweenthe terminusof Pearlstreet and
the AmericansDisabilities
the Interim GeorgetownBranch Trail. The drawingsfor the pedestrian
details
engineerahdthe construction
shallbe certifiedby a structural
ramp/stairs
for the structureshallbe reviewedand approvedby M-NGPPC,MCDPWT,and
shall be permittedby DPS. The materialused in the constructionof the
for its possibleinterimnaturegiventhe possible
structureshouldbe appropriate
(aka "the purpleline").The
of the Bi-countyTransitway
futureimplementation
prior
to occupancyof the hotel.
for use
structureshallbe in placeand available
accesseasementto
ln the eventthat MCDPWThas notobtainedthe necessary
of the hotel,then prior
enablethe structureto be completedpriorto occupancy
adequatefundsto the appropriate
the Applicantshallcontribute
to occupancy,
BikewayclP, or as otherwiseagreedto by MCDPWT,to coverthe cost of the
of the retainingwall behindthe ramp,
construttionof the rampand stabilization
The
targetedto the bicyclerampimprovement.
whichfundsshallbe specifically
by DPWT'
structurewill be maintained
ramp/stairway
The Applicantshall enter into a Traffic MitigationAgreement.(ilt4Ag) to
Managementorganization.The
participatein the BethesdaTransportation
prior
to the issuanceofany building
TMng'will be fully executedand signed
oermitfor the newhotel.
The Applicantshall provideat-gradecrossingsof the two drivewaysfrom
WaverlYStreet.
The Applicantshallprovidetwo bikelockersin the garage,or a securedbicycle
to the
cagethe approx.sizeof one parkingspace,andone bikerackconvenient
buildingentrance.

5. FinalPlat
priorto tne issuanceof any buildingpermit,a FinalPlatshallbe recordedin the land
the followinginformation:
countythatclearlyillustrates
recordsof Montgomery
20-foot
D, an approximately
of
Parcel
a. TheApplicantshallsecure,fromthe owner
wide perpetualpublicaccesseasementbetweenexistingElm street Park and
the GeorgetownBranchInterimTrail. The easementshall ineludethe existing
pavedpath that cbnnectsthe GeorgetownBranchInterimTrail to Elm sheet
Fark,at parcel 536 (describedin a deed recordedat Liber 19902Folio 183).
The locationof the easementmustbe reviewedand approvedby MNCPPCStaff
and includedin the certifiedsiteplan.
providedadjacentto ParcelE shall be 'rounded"to
b. The additionalright-of-way
parallelthe curblineof the street.
WaverlyStreetfrontagealongParcelE, the Applicantshallprovidea 3Sfoot
the
c.
from the centerlineof WaverlyStreet.
right-of-way
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shallbe providedalongthe Parcel
Easement
d. A 15 foot-widePubliclmprovement
D WaverlyStreetfrontage
e. The Applicantshall provide40 feet from centerline,alongthe frontageof the
property,for Montgomery
dedication.
Avenueright-of-way
6. PublicArt
Priorto submissionof the certifiedsite plan, the Applicantshall presenta fully
developedand detailedprogramfor the publicart componentto the Art Review
Panel for approval,and shall revisethe site plan drawingsto incorporatethe
approvedpublicart.
7. Elm StreetPark
TheApplicantshallrenovatethe portionof existingElm StreetParksouthof the
withpagesL-4 and L-5of
in substantial
conformance
ElmStreetroadright-of-way
involvethe realignment
of oneof
the siteplan. The plansforthe parkrenovation
of poordrainage,
the parkpathsalongthe maindesireline,correction
of a plantedwetlandareain the lowareanearthe existingartwork,
establishment
removalof verticaltimberwallsaroundexistingseatingareas,repavingall existing
pathsin that portionof the park,installation
of newseatingareaswithnewbenches,
picnictables(18new "Bethesda-type"
benchesandapproximately
15 newpicnic
planting,
lights
replacement
of
three
existing
with
updated,more
tables),landscape
piece,
and reseeding
of allturf
efficientfixtures,cleaningof the existingpublicart
to be approvedby M-NCPPCparkstaff.
areasas needed.All parkimprovements
priorto commencing
any
The Applicantshallobtaina ParkPermitfor construction
maybe madeto elementswithinthe parkas
workin the park. Minormodifications
a resultof the park permitprocess,whichwill not necessitatea revisionto the
withinthe parkshallbe substantially
complete
certifiedsite plan. All improvements
priorto occupancyof the hotelor as approvedby stafffromthe ParkDevelopment
to the parkshallbe inspectedand acceptedby M-NCPPC
Division.lmprovements
Divisionstaff.
ParkDevelopment
8. CertifiedSitePlan
plansthe following
Priorto certifiedsite planapprovalof siteand landscape/lighting
provided,subjectto staff reviewand
revisionsshall be includedand/orinformation
approval:
DataTableon the planswiththe one in this report.
a. Replacethe Development
b. Provideadequatespot elevationsin the plaza,and alongthe new walkwaysin
and positivedrainage.Providespot
ElmStreetParkto ensureADA accessibility
at the top andbottomof all wallsandstepsand ramps.
elevations
'All
c. A noteshallbe addedto all the planswhichstates: constrrctionto be staged
agreedto by otheradjacentparties'.
fromWaverlyStreet"unlessotherwise
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that an
detailshall be addedto the planswhichdemonstrates
d.
- A construction
in depth with pavingfabricshall.be added to the
overlayof 1-112-2"
""pnrrt
existingasphalttrailsin the portionof ElmStreetParksouthof the promenade.
plan with sufficientdetailsto ensurethe protectionof the
e.
-' A tree-preservation
shallbe approved
in Elm st. Parkthroughoutthe parkrenovation
existing'trees
of ParksArborist'
by the Department
f. T'hestreeiscapedetailsfor WaverlyStreetshall be revisedto demonstratethat
tha large uauit cou"rs in the sidewalkwill be designedto accommodatethe
paversurface.
BethesdaStreetscape
of the existingsculpturein Elm
g. A programfor the cleaningand refurbishing
" Street-parkshall be providLdfor reviewand approval.The programshall be
and with the artist's
art conseryator
Jeuaop"owith advicefrom an experienced

p'antins
i.?jfiT,:fiilfl;x"3;:#:Tosed
plantlist.

lcoversshallbe addedto the
provided
on
the plansthatspecifythe colorand pattern
j. Additional
detailsshallbe
of the new concretepavingin the seatingnodesand underthe benchesin the
park.
in the stonegardenin the Air Rights
k. bamplesof the stoneproposedto be us,edcenter Tunnelshall be providedto stafffor reviewand approval' Information
and coverageshallbe provided'..
depthof stone'quantities
regarding
the proposedlocationfor all buildingmounted
t. inEtuoe5n the buildingelevations
detailsfor thesignageto the plan' . .
signageandaddconstructions
m. AJOditails for the requiredbike rackand lockersand indicatetheirlocationon
theplan.
9. PearlStreetConnection
which meeisthe
ptovidea bicycleand pedestrianconnection
The Appli#t
"Lall Act (ADA) betweenthe terminirsof Pearl Street and the
Ameriians Disabilities
shall
inteiimO"otg"townBranchTrail.The drawingsfor the pedestrianramp/stairs
structure
detailsfor the
be certified5y a structuralengineerand the construction
shallbe permiftedby
and
MCDPWT,
it'"tt U" reviewedand approveJby M-NCPPC,
of the structureshouldbe appropriate
DpS. The materialusedin the construction
of the Bipossible
futureimplementation
given
the
for its possiuteinterimnature
place
and
in
CountyTransitway(aka "the purple line").The structureshall be
of the hotel. In theeventthat MCDPWThas not
for usepiiorto occupancy
available
obtainedthe necessaryaccesseasernentto enablethe structureio be completed
pri"i t" o..rp.n"y oi the hotel, then prior to occupancy,the Applicantshall
to
BikewayClP,or as otherwise.agreed
iontributeadequatifundsto the appropriate
of
of the ramp and stabilization
by MCDpWT,io coverthe costoi ihe construction
for
specifically
be
earmarked
ift" r"t"iningwall behindthe ramp.Suchfundsshall
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structurewill'be,maintained
the bikerampand no otherpurpose.The ramp/stairway
by DPWT.
Aqreement
10. Maintenance
Priorto certifiedsite planapproval,the Applicantshallenterintoan Agreementwith
of publicuse areas includingthe
for maintenance
the BethesdaUrbanPartnership
speciallypavedareawithinthe layby on WaverlyStreet.
ll.GarageAccess
Avenueduring
from Montgomery
Parkinggarageaccessshall be accommodated
duringeachrushhour.
withtwo lanesavailable
construction,
Manaqement
12. Stormwater
proposed
developmentis subject to StormwaterManagementConcept
The
datedOctober28, 2005,unlessamendedand approvedby
approvalconditions
DPS.
Proqram
13. Development
Applicant shall constructthe proposeddevelopmentin accordancewith the
Programshallbe reviewedand approvedby
Program.A Development
Development
Program
prior
site plan.The Development
of
certified
to approval
M-NCPPCstaff
shallincludea phasingscheduleas follows:
includingpaving,lighting,streetfurnitureand tree
a. Streetscapeimprovements
plantingfor WaverlyStreetand all on-siteand off-sitepublicopen spac€areas
includingElm StreetPark,the PearlStreetramp and stairwayconnection,and
in the GeorgetownBranchInterimTrail shall be fully completed
improvements
priorto releaseof the useandoccupancypermitfor the hotel'
phasing'to minimize
b. Clearingand gradingshallcorrespondto the construction
soilerosion.
or otherfeatures,
tripmitigation
c. Phasingof dedications,
d. The Plaza (and associatedpedestrianaccesswalkways)includingall paving,
planting,lighting,site furnishingsand public art shall be completedprior to
releaseof the use andoccupancypermitfor the hotel.
andGradinq
Clearino
14. Demolition.
clearing,or grading,priorto M-NCPPCapprovalof certifiedsiteplan
No demolition,
of plans, except for demolitionof that portionof the existing parkinggarage
necessaryto accommodatethe proposed hotel footprint and all necessary
existinggarageto maintainvehicularcirculation,egress,
to reconfigure
alterations
andparking.
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elementsas shownon
that all sitedevelopment
BE lT FURTHERRESOLVED
15, 2006, shallbe
November
on
the
M-NCPPC
by
Air RightsHoteldrawingsstamped
and
of approval;
required,exceptas modifiedby the aboveconditions
BE lT FURTHERRESOLVEDthat, havinggiven full considerationto the
andfindingsof its Staff,whichthe PlanningBoardherebyadoptsand
recommendations
incorporatesby reference,except as modifiedherein,and upon considerationof the
CountyPlanningBoardFINDS,with the conditionsof
entire record,the Montgomery
approval,that:
1.

The Site PIan is in conformancewith approvedProiect PIan No' 9-O0001A'
approvedby the PlanningBoardon Apil 28' 2005.

2.

The SitePlan meetsall of Lherequirementsof the CBD-2
RequirementsoftheGBD-2Zone
The staff Reportcontainsa data tablethat liststhe Zoningordinancerequired
standardsproposedfor approval.
standardsand the developments
development
datatable,and otheruncontested
The Boardfinds,basedon the aforementioned
meetsall of the applicable
Application
that
the
record,
of
evidenceandtestimony
table sets forth the
data
reouirementsof the cBD-2 Zone. The following
developmentstandardsapprovedby the PlanningBoardand bindingon the
Applicant.

Approvedwith
Required/Permitted ProjectPlan
Existing
Standard Development by ZoningOrdinance
Development
9-000014
143,174
GrossTractArea(sf-):
ta2a
-Prop.WaverlySt. ded.
EARN
-1978Montgomery
Ave.d€d.
-1910MontgomeryAve.9,750
ded
5,504
-1910WaverlyAve
ded.
914
-Railroad
St,ded.
117,258
NetLotArea(sf):
(2.71e,.)
GrossFloorArea(sf):
- Ofiice
- Retail
-Hot€l

364,100
13,200
0

18,000

143,174

PlanningBoald
and Blndingon
the Applicant
143,174
1509"
5,550
9,750
5,504
914
(2.75aa.)*
120,011

364,100
4,€00*
132,421
n

364,100
4,600*
132,421
0
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501,121

TotalFARsquare
footage
FloorAreaRatio(FAR)
Cellarspace
Totalsquarefootage
incl.cellarspace**

4.0

MinimumPublicUse
Space(%/sf):
-On-Site
-Otf-Site
TotalOpenSpace
Building
Maximum
Height:
-Ex.NorthBuilding
-Ex.WestBuilding

3.

27%131,789
105,818
{?7ROq

28.6%t 34,370
104,287
138,657

143

116.*.

116'

NA

n

0

817**

1,024

1,024

142
149

(ft.):
Setbacks
Building
-FromWaverlyStreet
TotalParkingfor Air
RightsCenter

3.5
10,134
511,255

J.C

20rt23,452

501;121

1,112

be plEcedin a Public lmprovementEasement(PlE), increasingthe net lot areafrom
ln sddition 2,029 sf
"vill
previous approvals.
Approximately8,600 squareteet of existingretsil space will be eliminated
p"rsection 59-'4-2.1of the Zoning Ordinanc€,cellar space does not count towards th€ fAR'
The Master Ptan recommenc'eda maximum height of 90 feet. The PlanningBoa]d approveda heightup to 1 16'
with 940001A.
The site is locatedwithin a Parking District,thereforethere is no minimumparking r€quired:howevet,617
parking spaces would be requiredfol this developmenlif located outsidea parking distrid'

The locations of the buitdingsand structures,the open spaces, landscaping,
recreation facitities,and pedestian and vehicular circulation syslems are
adequate,safe, and efficient.
a.

andStructures
Buildings

consislentwith the ProjectPlan,the Air Rightscenter Hotelwill be a 13-story,
216-roomhotel with a prominentexposureon waverly street, visiblefrom
wisconsinAvenue.In an effortto makethe buildingmorecompatiblewith the
characterof the areasoutheastof downtownBethesda,the hotelwill
residential
step down at the southfagade,first to 98 feet and then to 89'25 feet' The
projectwill includea totalof 132,421grosssquarefeet plus 10,134squarefeet
belowgradecellarsPace.
The hotel fagadewill featurea combinationof punchedwindowsand curtain
with pilasters.Therewill be a
wall,and will emphasizethe verticalproportions
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two storypre-castconcreteandgranitebasewhichwillanchorthe buildingto the
streetscape,and the buildingmassingwill emphasizea traditionalbuilding
glasstop will turn
of base,middle,and top. A two-storyhorizontal
composition
glazing
visible from the
verticallydownwardto create an inverted"L' of
interseitionof wisconsinAvenueand waverlystreet,and will draw the visitor
towardsthe entry. The mechanicalequipmentand penthouseareas will be
screenedfrom all sides of the hotel with materialsconsistentwith the hotel
architecture. There will be a removable canopylpoftecochere at the main
entranceto the hotelon waverlyStreet. Hotelsignagewill be designedto be
mostvisiblefrom the west and northelevationsand awayfrom the residential
areato thesouth.
linkat the plazalevelwill be replacedwitha new pedestrian
The existingpedestrian
concoursewith meetingroomsavaibbb to hotelguestsas well as peoplein the
will be madebetweenthe newtwo-storyopen
ofiiceareas.A connection
surrounding
Air Righbcomplex,
spacelobbyof the hotelandtheexistingretiailareasof theadjaoent
whilemainhiningthe currentfunctionof the Link". In orderto encouragethe use of
andto helpactivalethe newpublicplaza,a glassdoorwithdirec{accessto the plaza
from'the Link".
hasbeenprovided
b.

OPenSPaces

29ok(34,370sf) of the sitewill be in on-site
The plan proposesapproximately
the 20% minimumrequirement.The openspaceis
publicuse space,exceeding
iocatedprimarilyon the terracein a plazaalongWaverlyStreet,in a narrowstrip
Avenue,and in the tunnel under the existingparking
parallelingMontgomery
garage in an easementwith Montgomerycounty, which accommodatesthe
104,287st of off-site
BranchInterimTrail. In addition,approximately
6eor-getown
in Elm StreetParkand
publiJuse spacewill be improved,locatedpredominantly
at the end of PearlStreet.
c.

andLighting
LandscaPing

the
The proposedlandscapefor the Air Rightscenter Project,as amended_by
pedestrian-friendly
and
provide
an
engaging
conditionsabove,is designedto
and is adequate,safeand efficient.lt placesspecialemphasis
urbanexperience
on human scale and ease of access appropriateto the urban fabric of the
Bethesdacentral BusinessDistrict. An importantfeatureof the plan is the
removalof the cantileverover the public sidewalkon waverly slreet. The
pedestrian
spaceand its
and oppressive
cantilevercreateda veryuncomfortable
removalwill greatly improvethe appearanceof the str€et and enhancethe
the propmal
pedeslrianexperience.In additionto the removalof the cantilever
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includesa significantpublicart piece alongWaverlyStreet and
of the southernportionof existingElmStreetPark.
renovation
pathwill
and circuitous
of the park,an existinginefficient
As partof the renovation
of a wellwornpeople'schoicepath,
following
the alignment
be iealignedbasically
and three circularseatingnodeswith specialpavementand landscapeplanting
will be created. The existingdatedand rottingverticaltimberwallsthat enclose
existingasphalt
seatingareasthroughoutthe park will be removed.All of the
'l-112"-2"
of asphalt,
pathsin the southernportionof the parkwillbe overlaidwith
wet area
low
lying
plants
in
a
will
be
created
a newgardenareawithwaterloving
in the park, 18 new "BethesdaStyle"bencheswill be added,and 10-15 new
picnictableswill be provided. In additionthe threeexistingand very outdated
iightpoleswill be replacedwith newer,moreefficientand attractivepedestrianscalefixtures
Applicanthas prepareda tree preservationplan to ensure that the.mature
construction.
throughout
the parkwill be protected
specimentreesthroughout
d.

Facilities
Recreation

uses'
for non-residential
requirements
Thereare no recreation
e.

Circulation
Vehicularand Pedestrian

Vehicularand pedestriancirculationwill be adequate,safe and efficient. This
plan encouragesthe developmentof active urban streets and improvesthe
quality of the pedestrianenvironmentby providing enhancementof the
improvingthe
sireeticapeas envisionedby the MasterPlanand by significantly
providedby
being
amenity
An
important
Park.
Elm
street
pathnetworkin existing
ihis prolectis the pedestrianconnectionat the terminusof Pearl Street. By
area
BranchInterim_Trail,
to the Georgetown
providingthis importantconnection
gain
Elm
Street
to
and
access
trail
iesidenti will be able to safelyaccessthe
Park.
4.

Each structureand useis compatiblewith other uses and other site plansand
with existing and proposedadiacentdevelopment'
The proposedhotel is compatiblein height,mass,and buildingmaterialswith
othei uses and other Site Plans and with existingand proposedadjaoent
development.The buildinghas been locatedon the westernedge of the siteas
as possible. The buildinghas
far removedfrom the residentialnelghborhood
the
southernend closestto the
on
in
height
step
down
also been designedto
townof ChevYChase.
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of chapter22A regardingforest
5. The sitePlan meetsall applicablerequirements
chapter 19 regardingwaterresourceprotection,and any other
conservation,
applicablelaw.
to
Law,as a modification
The site Planis exemptfrom the Forestconservation
an existingpropertywhere no morethan 5,000sf of forestwill be cleared;no
forest is tleared within a stream buffer or on property subject to Special
and no new subdivisionis
ProtectionArea Water QualityPlan requirements;
required.
conceptconsistsof a waiverof on-sitewaterquality
management
The stormwater
controldue to existingsite constraintsand the reductionof surface parking.
channel protectionvolume is not required because the one-year post
peak dischargeis less than or equalto 2.0cfs. Rechargeis not
development
The stormwater
comprisesof redevelopment.
reouiredbecausethisApplication
25'
2005'
ConceptPlanwasapprovedby DPSon October
by referenceall
thatthis resolutionincorporates
BE lT FURTHERRESOLVED,
and other
conespondence,
evidenceof record,includingmaps,drawings,memoranda,
and
information;
thatthis site planshallremainvalidas provided
BE lT FURTHERRESOLVED,
CountyCode$ 59-D-3'8;and
in Montgomery
that the date of this Resolution is

RESOLVED,
(which is the date that this resolutionis mailedto all partiesof
FE:ffiiFURTHER
Nnn
record);and

BE lT FURTHERRESOLVED,that any party authorizedby law to take an
appealmustinitiatesuchan appealwithinthirtydaysof the date of this
administrative
rulesfor the judicialreviewof administrative
withthe procedural
consistent
Resolution,
agencydecisionsin CircuitCourt(Rule7-203,MarylandRules)'

At its regularmeeting,heldon Thursday,March15, 2007' in SilverSpring'
capital
county PlanningBoardof The Maryland-National
the Montgomery
Maryland,
Perdue,secondedby
pari and planning-ommission,on motionof Commissioner
Robinson,and
Perdue,
Hanson,
withcommissioners
Robinson,
commissioner
Bryantabeent,ADOPTEDthe above
wellingtonvotingin favor,and commissioner
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the finaldecisionof the PlanningBoardand memorializes
whichconstitutes
Resolution,
Air
of lawfor site PlanNo.820070010,
the Board'sfindingsof factandconclusions
RightsHotel.
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Holland & Knight
3 Bethesda Metro Center, Suite 800 | Bethesda, MD 20814 | T 301.654.7800 | F 301.656.3978
Holland & Knight LLP | www.hklaw.com

Patricia A. Harris
301.215.6613 Phone
301.656.3978 Fax
patricia. harris @ hklaw.com

November 17, 2010
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL
Mr. Elza Hisel-McCoy
Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning
Commission
8787 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20914
Re:

7300 Pearl Street (the "Property") — Request for Parking Waiver

Dear Mr. McCoy:
On behalf of Bethesda ARC, LLC ("ARC"), the owners of the above-referenced Property
and in accordance with Zoning Ordinance Section 59-E-4.5, we respectfully request a parking
waiver to reduce the required number of parking spaces on the Property. The total required
number of parking spaces for the Property is 315, and 122 parking spaces are proposed. Thus,
the Applicant seeks a parking waiver of 193 spaces, or 62 percent of the total number of spaces
otherwise required to accommodate the proposed redevelopment. This request is made in
connection with the Site Plan application (Site Plan No. 82007001C) that has been filed to
develop a 149,611 square foot office building on the Property. The justification for the parking
waiver is set forth herein.
As recognized in the "Summary of M-NCPPC Parking Study" prepared by
Nelson/Nygaard, unnecessarily high parking standards in urban areas create a number of
undesirable results, including a reduction in infill development, an increase in auto use and a
decrease in positive pedestrian environments. It is for this reason that Montgomery County
intends to revise the current parking standards in connection with its rewrite of the Zoning
Ordinance. The proposed parking waiver for 7300 Pearl Street would address all of the
unintended results of higher than necessary parking requirements.
I.

Property Description

The Property consists of 19,445 square feet of gross tract area which is located in the
southeast corner of Parcel B. The pending Preliminary Plan would subdivide Parcel B with
existing Parcel G also owned by ARC, to create a new record lot. Parcel G is part of the overall
Air Rights Complex and is improved with a 216-room hotel, an office building known as the
North Tower containing 364,100 square feet of office use and 4,600 square feet of retail use, and
the corresponding parking (the "Parking Facility").
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The development of 7300 Pearl Street with office uses is intended in part to
accommodate the anticipated office expansion needs of the existing tenants in the North Tower.
The parking proposed for 7300 Pearl Street will be connected to the existing Parcel G Parking
Facility. In addition, it is likely that 7300 Pearl Street and the North Tower will be connected on
at least one upper floor by an elevated hallway. A pedestrian walkway extends along the ground
floor of the North Tower, through the hotel to the East and West Towers of the Air Rights
Complex.
The existing development on Parcel G is intended to function as an integrated,
comprehensive project. The Parking Facility is located so as to conveniently serve all the uses —
the hotel, the North Tower the new 7300 Pearl Street development. Vehicles entering the
parking facility located on Parcel G at any of the three entrances (on Waverly Street adjacent to
the hotel, on Montgomery Avenue, at the eastern corner of the North Tower, or at 7300 Pearl
Street) will be able to connect to any other portion of the parking facility and exit at any of the
three locations. Importantly, the Parking Facility has 132 surplus parking spaces (the Parking
Facility has 940 parking spaces, excluding 37 available tandems and 37 available reserved
spaces), and the uses in the North Tower and the Hotel require a total of only 808 spaces.
II.

Justification for the Parking Space Waiver

Upon redevelopment of the Pearl Street office building, the Owner anticipates that the
122 parking spaces will be more than adequate to accommodate the parking needs of the
Property. This conclusion is based on several factors, as follows:
A.

Existing Parking Facility

The Parking Facility currently provides approximately 132 more spaces than is required
by the Zoning Ordinance. This surplus of spaces is apparent from a visual inspection of the
Parking Facility during varied hours of the work day which reveals a significant number of
excess, unused spaces. As noted, the Parking Facility is conveniently located adjacent to the
7300 Pearl Street Property and employees parking in it will be able to enter 7300 Pearl Street
from the interior of the buildings, without having to go outside. As indicated on the attached
chart, when the 940 existing parking spaces are taken into account and added to the 122 parking
spaces provided on the 7300 Pearl Street Property, the overall parking deficit is effectively
reduced to 61 spaces (1123-1062), or 5.4 percent.
B.

Proximity to Public Transportation and Location in the Heart of the Bethesda
CBD.

The Property is located in the heart of Bethesda within a very convenient walk to the
Metro Station. In addition, the Property is well served by bus lines, including the J2 and J3 lines
which stop along Montgomery Avenue and the bus depot at the Metro Station which provides
connections to all areas of the County and is served by five WMATA bus lines and nine Ride-On
lines.
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C.

The Number of Parking Spaces Required by the Zoning Ordinance is More Than
the Property Requires in Practice.

The parking standards set forth in the Zoning Ordinance are outdated and do not reflect
the current realities of commuting patterns and parking demand. The disconnect between the
number of spaces required by the Zoning Ordinance and what in practice is needed is perhaps
most acute in the Central Business Districts and those areas of the County well served by public
transportation. This issue is recognized and is to be addressed in the redrafting of the Zoning
Ordinance.
The parking requirement for an office use is determined by a site's distance to a Metro
Station. In the case of 7300 Pearl Street, which is located approximately 1,100 feet from the
Metro Station, 2.1 spaces per 1,000 gross square feet ("GSF") are required. The strict technical
application of the Zoning Ordinance requires measuring from the Metro Station escalators to the
entrance of the 7300 Pearl Street Property. The Zoning Ordinance does not permit the
measurement to be taken to the closest point of the Air Rights Complex, which is less than 800
feet to the entrance of the Metro Station and which would thus require 1.9 spaces per 1,000 GSF,
as opposed to 2.1 spaces per 1,000 GSF. This difference in the parking factor results in the 7300
Pearl Street Property having to provide 30 spaces more than would otherwise be required within
most of the remaining portions of the Air Rights Complex. And yet, as a practical matter,
because employees of 7300 Pearl Street can access the Metro Station via the elevator at the
corner of Montgomery Lane and Wisconsin Avenue and can walk from 7300 Pearl Street
through the entire Air Rights complex to Wisconsin Avenue, the modal split will be much more
reflective of a property located closer to the Metro Station than the Property actually is. In sum,
the existing parking requirement remains high and does not reflect current commuting realities
and parking demand.
As the modal split in areas like Bethesda continues to increase (in 2009 the Bethesda
model split was 38 percent, according to Bethesda Transportation Solutions), the existing
parking space standards increasingly do not reflect the realities of commuter behaviors and
practices. As the Owner of more than 700,000 square feet of office space at the Air Rights
Complex, the Owner has first hand knowledge as to the common commuter practices and thus
the parking needs for office users within the Bethesda CBD.
D.

Recent Parking Waivers Granted by Planning Board

The parking waiver is wholly consistent with the direction of the County Council and
Planning Board in connection with projects located within transit station policy areas. This is
reflected most recently in the adoption of the CR Zone, wherein the minimum parking
requirements are now the maximum requirements, for sites located within close proximity to a
transit station. The Planning Board is encouraging developments to provide less, not more
parking, and to seek whatever waivers possible toward this end. This approach is based on the
theory that limited parking will provide yet another incentive to encourage alternatives to single
occupancy vehicles.
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For the reasons discussed above, we respectfully request the Planning Board's approval of
the parking waiver to accommodate the redevelopment of the Property.
Very truly yours,
HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP

Patricia Harris
Enclosure
cc:

Mr. Pete Gartlan
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7300 Pearl Street
Parking Waiver Request

Existing Parcel G

Required

Provided

Unit 1 - North Tower
364,100 s.f. office

692

4,600 s.f. retail

14

Total

706

Unit 2 - Hotel

102

TOTAL

808

940

315

122

Pearl Street
149,611 s.f. office
Deficit

TOTAL of Parcel G and Pearl Street

WAIVER REQUEST
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193

1123

193 spaces

1062
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3 Bethesda Metro Center, Suite 800 | Bethesda, MD 20814 | T 301.654.7800 | F 301.656.3978
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Patricia A. Harris
301.215.6613 Phone
301-656-3978 Fax
patricia.harris@hklaw.com

November 12, 2010

Re:

7300 Pearl Street, Bethesda, Maryland

Dear Property Owner:
We previously notified you that a Project Plan Amendment, Preliminary Plan, and Site
Plan Amendment had been filed for the 7300 Pearl Street Property. The purpose of this letter is
to notify you that the Applicant has also requested that the Planning Board consider a parking
waiver for the 7300 Pearl Street Property, pursuant to Zoning Ordinance Section 59-E-4.5.
Notice of the public hearing will be forwarded to you under separate cover by the
Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission ("M-NCPPC").
If you have any questions, please contact M-NCPPC's Development Review Division at
(301)495-4545.
Very truly yours,
HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP

Patricia A. Harris
#9778590_vl

Adj/Conf. Property Owners
Donohoe Development
7300 Pearl Street (092791.2)

Howard N. Feldman
Debra L. Feldman
4505 Elm Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20185

Rt 4540 Montgomery, LLC
Bethesda Chevy Chase Racquet Club, LP
c/o Promark Real Estate Service
16620 Frederick Ave
Suite 325
Gaithersburg, MD 20877

Macris, Hendricks & Glascock, P.A.
Engineers, Planners, Landscape
Architects & Surveyors
9220 Wightman Road, Suite 120
Montgomery Village, MD 20886

Pearlmont Associates, LLC
c/o Chevy Chase Commercial, Inc.
4424 Montgomery Ave
Bethesda, MD 20814

Bethesda Public Library
7400 Arlington Road
Bethesda, MD 20814

Meadow Lo Corporation
c/o Mr. Roger W. Eisinger, Jr.
16220 Frederick Road
Suite 110
Gaithersburg, MD 20877

Bethesda-Chevy Chase HS
4301 East-West Highway
Bethesda, MD 20814

Joanne L. Rood
4509 Elm Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815

Westland MS
5511 Massachusetts Avenue
Bethesda, MD 20816

Montgomery County Maryland
101 Monroe Street
3rd Floor
Rockville, MD 2850

Bethesda ES
7600 Arlington Road
Bethesda, MD 20814

Bethesda ARC, LLC
c/o Jones Lang LaSalle
7315 Wisconsin Avenue Suite 2
Bethesda, MD 20814

Patricia A. Harris, Esquire
Holland & Knight LLP
3 Bethesda Metro Ctr. - Ste. 800
Bethesda, MD 20814

Bethesda Hotel Associates, LLC
c/o Donohoe Bethesda Hotel
2101 Wisconsin Ave N.W.
Washington, DC 20007

M-NCPPC
Development Review
8787 Georgia Avenue
Silver Spring, MD 20910

James L. Roy
4511 Elm Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815

Pete Gartlan
The Donohoe Companies
2101 Wisconsin Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20007

#9235576 vl

David R. Steeds
Parviz H. Steeds
4507 Elm Street
Chevy Chase, MD 20815
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October 26, 2010
Memo
To:

Elza Hisel-McCoy
Development Review Division

Via:

Bill Barron
Team Leader, South Central Corridor

From:

Nkosi Yearwood
South Central Corridor

Subject:

Air Rights Center-7300 Pearl Street

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Approval of the revised project and preliminary plans.
Proposed Development
The proposed office building, approximately 149, 611 square feet in size, will replace a twostory building at the southern end of Pearl Street, south to the intersection of Montgomery
Avenue in Bethesda Central Business District (CBD). The new office building is immediate
adjacent to the Capital Crescent Trail with the Town of Chevy Chase further south.
Sector Plan Recommendations
The Approved and Adopted 1994 Bethesda Central Business District (CBD) Sector Plan
confirms the Central Business District (CBD-2) zone for the subject property. The property is
located in the Plan’s Metro Core District where the highest intensities of development are
expected. Increased choices and activities; highest intensity; distinctive infill buildings; and
lower densities and heights near the edge of the district (p.58) are objectives of the Metro Core
district.
Guidelines for new development in the district are to:


Reinforce Metro Center as the focus of urban activity. Adjacent properties should
develop in a manner that complements the activities and urban open space at Metro
Center.



Maintain a compact development with the tallest buildings concentrated in the center.
Development at perimeter locations of the Metro Core should step down in height to
achieve a more gradual transition and better compatibility with the adjacent areas.



Locate new open space to tie into the existing “Discovery Trail” network and to expand
the pedestrian connections. Where appropriate, locate new open space in a manner that
reinforces the gateways and provides a transition between districts.



Step down the building height to six floors along East-West Highway for the McDonald’s
property on Pearl Street (p.61).

Sector Plan Compliance
Density
The proposed development is consistent with the Sector Plan’s recommendations for “optional
method employment uses on most CBD-2 sites at 4 FAR” (p.58). The applicant will consolidate
several Air Rights Center properties on Block 5 into one recorded lot.
Building Height
As proposed, the 7300 Pearl Street development substantially conforms to the Sector Plan’s
recommendations. However, the building’s maximum height of 97 feet exceeds the
recommended 90 feet. The highest segment of the building is located adjacent to the existing
parking garage and the office building at 4550 Montgomery Avenue. Further, the right-of-way
for the Purple Line, approximately 65 feet, separates the proposed building from the Town of
Chevy Chase. Immediately west of Pearl Street, the Plan recommends 60 feet and 90 feet
extending to Waverly Street.
The applicant has made significant efforts to redesign the building to improve compatibility with
the adjacent residential community and compliance with Sector Plan’s recommendations.
Several features were added to the southern portion of the building, including minimization of
reflective glass, limitation of lights, and reduced building height to establish compatibility. The
proposed building has four tiers, ranging from 97 feet to 61 feet.
Specifically for the Air Rights Center area, the Sector Plan states that “on the parking deck of the
second Air Rights Building, the Plan recommends a small residential building, if compatibility
with the adjacent single-family area is maintained. Development should have a maximum height
of 90 feet, stepping down to 60 feet toward Pearl Street. The building height should include the
existing parking structure” (p.61). In 2006, Residence Inn Hotel (#820070010), located on
Waverly Street, was approved at 116 feet at its highest point, and 89 feet at its lowest point. The
recommended height is 90 feet.

2

The building’s transition in height towards Pearl Street, Capital Crescent Trail (Purple Line) and
the Town of Chevy Chase is consistent with the Plan’s recommendation to reduce a building’s
height at the edges of CBD. Further, lower heights contribute to achieving compatibility with the
adjacent areas.

The revised section shows the different tiers of the building with a
lowest height along Pearl Street.
East of Pearl Street, which is in the Plan’s Montgomery Triangle Corridor, properties are not in
CBD zones. Recommended building heights vary from 97 to 35 feet. This Corridor is in the
Commercial Office (C-O), Office Moderate, Building (OM), and Commercial Transition (CT)
zones.
Urban Design and Form
The proposed office building will achieve many of the urban design and urban form principles in
the Sector Plan. Along Pearl Street, the pedestrian environment will improve with a new
streetscape, including street trees. The 1994 Bethesda Plan establishes several urban design and
urban form principles, such as providing street-activating uses; enhancing the pedestrian
environment to provide a visually diverse and stimulating experience; stepping down building
heights from the Bethesda Metro Center properties to achieve desirable and compatible
transitions to surrounding areas (p.40).
Streetscape
The proposed development is consistent with the Bethesda streetscape standards, including
undergrounding of utilities along the property’s frontage. The adjacent property, Lot 14-Block 5,
3

frontage will be improved with a mountable curb. This will improve the western portion of Pearl
Street between Montgomery Avenue and Capital Crescent trail.
Transportation
The Sector Plan recommends the right-of-way for the segment of Pearl Street between
Montgomery Avenue to the Purple Line as an 85 foot right-of-way (ROW). The applicant is
proposing a ROW of 60 feet, which is consistent with the Plan’s recommendation for Pearl
Street, north of Montgomery Avenue. Transportation Planning and Department of Transportation
have indicated that the reduced right-of-way is acceptable.
Pearl Street, between the Purple Line and East West Highway, is identified as a Bike Friendly
Area (J) in the Sector Plan. A Class II bikeway is recommended for this segment of Pearl Street.
The proposed expanded sidewalk of 14 feet will achieve the Plan’s bikeway recommendation.
Conclusion
Community Planning staff recommends the approval of the site and project plans for Air Rights
Center at 7300 Pearl Street.
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Holland & Knight
3 Bethesda Metro Center, Suite 800 | Bethesda, MD 20814 | T 301.654.7800 | F 301.656.3978
Holland & Knight LLP | www.hklaw.com

Patricia A. Harris
301.215.6613 Phone
301.656.3978 Fax
patricia.haiTis@hklaw.com

November 16, 2010
VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL
Ms. Patricia A. Burda
4108 Woodbine Street
Chevy Chase, Maryland 20815
Re:

7300 Pearl Street

Dear Pat:
Thank you for your email of November 10th which set forth the remaining outstanding
concerns of the Town residents, with respect to the 7300 Pearl Street project. We appreciate the
time and attention you have spent working with the Applicant in an effort to communicate and
ultimately resolve the issues the Town residents have expressed with respect to the project. As
indicated in our responses below, we believe the Applicant will be able to adequately address the
remaining issues.
In this regard, I have set forth below responses to the seven items from your November
10 email in the order in which they appeared.
th

1)
Rooftop Equipment and Lighting — In regard to the potential noise from the
building's roof top air conditioning equipment, the rooftop equipment penthouse, which houses
all of the equipment except the cooling towers, will be completely enclosed. The penthouse is
located approximately 50 feet east and south of the building footprint and the location is dictated
by the location of the elevator and stair tower. The cooling towers, which must be located
outside the enclosed penthouse and remain uncovered due to the towers' ventilation
requirements, will be surrounded by a screen wall which will conceal them from views. Any fan
noise from the cooling towers will be directed vertically, and thus mitigated. The Owner snares
the Town's interest in mitigating any noise from the towers, given that they are located
immediately adjacent to the North Tower's facade.
With respect to the lighting from the offices, the Applicant agrees to install lighting
sensors in the perimeter offices of the 7300 Pearl Street building which face both south and east,
in order that the office lights are off after hours, unless in use. Please note that the lighting
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sensors will not control any emergency lighting which is required to remain on pursuant to Fire
and Safety code requirements.
2)
Building Design — As you noted, the Applicant has greatly expanded the use of
the all glass facade component, pursuant to earlier suggestions made by the Town. In doing so,
there was a corresponding decrease in the aggregate material. The remaining aggregate material
along the eastern edge of the southern facade wraps the corner onto the Pearl Street facade and
from a design prospective, anchors the building. The incorporation of the two different materials
is intended to reduce the perceived mass of the building. The architect has evaluated the further
elimination of the aggregate material in the corner area pursuant to the Town's suggestion, and
proposes removing all of the aggregate along the east facade and one additional horizontal band
on the eastern portion of the south facade. It is the architect's opinion that eliminating all of the
aggregate on the eastern portion of the south facade would actually increase the perceived mass
of the building and compromise the design of the building, and is thus not advisable.
3)
Parking Facility Lighting — For code and safety reasons, parking facilities that
may be accessed 24 hours a day, must have lights that remain on throughout the night. However,
in order to mitigate any impact to the adjacent properties, the Applicant has included opaque
spandrel panels and will add baffles or screens to the openings of the 7300 Pearl Street building
that will diffuse the potential light originating from this area.
4)
Potential Noise -- In order to address any potential noise caused by loading or
trash pick-up, the Applicant has revised the design of the loading area to include an absorbing
sound block wall which will both visually screen this area and mitigate any noises caused by any
truck operations in this area. In addition, the Applicant agrees to restrict the typical prescheduled trash and delivery services during the weekday to the hours of between 6 a.m. and 9
p.m. and has recommended to Staff that this condition be included in the conditions of approval
of the Site Plan.
5)
Supplemental Landscaping — In an effort to mitigate any loss of screening from
the project to the residences located at 4505, 4507, 4509 and 4511Elm Street, the Applicant
agrees to assist these residents in their supplemental landscaping efforts. To this end, we would
recommend that we transmit to each of these four neighbors a separate letter which outlines this
agreement. In addition to supplementing the landscaping on the south side of the trail, please
note that the Applicant has also added landscaping on the northern side of the trail pursuant to a
prior suggestion from the Town.
6)
Existing Garage — With respect to the existing garage, the Applicant agrees to add
new spandrel panels to the eastern facade. It is the Owner's intention to repair the cracks on the
face of the southern elevation of the garage prior to the opening of the 7300 Pearl Street project.
The garage serves the hotel (as well as the office) and as noted previously, from a code and
safety standpoint, the lights in the garage must remain on throughout the night, since the garage
is in operation 24 hours a day. Further, it is likely that the mitigation efforts associated with the
Purple Line construction will include screen walls along the southern property line that will
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shield the adjacent properties from any light originating from the existing parking or the train.
With respect to the fan, while it is not feasible to relocate the fan which is required by the Fire
Marshal, the Applicant will reduce the time that the fan operates, to the extent possible.
7)
Pearl Street Trail Connection — We understand the Town's desire for the Pearl
Street connection to the trail and to this end, the Applicant in connection with the subject
Application, has resurrected the previous efforts for the construction of the ramp at the terminus
of Pearl Street. This effort has included reinitiating discussions with the 3 rd party owner over
whose property the ramp must cross. This owner fortunately has preliminarily indicated his
willingness to grant DOT an interest in the property to accommodate the ramp. In addition, the
Applicant has agreed to allocate the 7300 Pearl Street project's PAMR fees toward any additional
costs associated with the construction of the ramp. Unfortunately, relocating the access ramp
further to the west across the 7300 Pearl Street Owner's property is not viable. There are
significant safety concerns associated with the Town's proposed location, given that in order to
access the ramp, users would have to traverse that area of the property devoted exclusively to
vehicular activities — be it vehicles entering the parking garage, loading operations or trash pickup. Both the temporary ramp as well as the permanent ramp associated with the Purple Line are
proposed to be located in the southeast corner of the terminus of Pearl Street to avoid the
potential safety concerns and to take advantage of the lower grades in this area resulting in better
ramp design and function.
We trust that we have been responsive to the Town's concerns and look forward to
hearing from you.
Very truly yours,
HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP

'atricia A. Harris
cc:

Mr. Elza Hisel-McCoy
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